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WE START IO1 „GUIDE“ - RESEARCH REPORT: 

The aim of this research paper is to provide the project team with information on the 

use of electronic media by women who shall be addressed by the project. The 

research was carried out in spring 2019. 

The “Guide” - the initial research - of WESTART used a mixed method approach i.e. a 

combination of quantitative questionnaires for institutions, semi qualitative guided 

interviews with learners as well as a collection of so called good practice examples 

and the minutes and comments of the Territorial Working Groups installed in each 

partner country and used as a sounding board and extra source of expertise for the 

project. This approach was decided upon for two reasons, one mainly pragmatic as 

the questionnaires could be sent out by the institutions and collected and evaluated 

centrally by lernraum.wien, and second, because the different perspectives 

achieved by this approach allow for triangulation and a multi-perspective view of 

the data. Like pieces of a puzzle, the individual components of the research are 

supposed to produce a complete picture. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I. 1. QUESTIONNAIRES FOR INSTITUTIONS 

The questionnaires were designed by lernraum.wien, following an example of 

research carried out by the basic skill networks MIKA in Austria1 in order to be able to 

compare our results with already existing research data. The questionnaires were 

discussed with all partners. They were translated by the partners into their languages 

and sent out to partner institutions who are active in the field. The questionnaires 

were made and analysed using “survey monkey”.  

 

 

 

 
1https://www.netzwerkmika.at/application/files/7214/9130/5248/Auswertung_IKT_Interviews_H

omepage.pdf 



 

I. 2. INTERVIEWS WITH LEARNERS 

The guidelines for the interviews were originally designed by lernraum.wien, then 

debated with all partners and consequently translated. There were some “closed 

questions” and some open ones. The interviewers also provided comments about 

the interviewees and their backgrounds and contexts (see below). (Both the 

questionnaires and examples of the interview guidelines in English can be found in 

the appendix). 

I. 2 .1. Comments on women interviewed and their contexts provided by 

project partners and interviewers 

The women interviewed remain anonymous but some remarks about the 

Interviewees are added here in order to make the contexts in which the women 

were interviewed and live more clearly and less one-dimensional (all the women are 

referred to by “she”): 

She has a degree in high school; she has worked in hotels and restaurants. 

At the moment she is unemployed. 

She has only held temporary jobs (part time). 

She came from Morocco; she arrived in Italy and got married in 2014. 

After 2 years she decided to get a divorce and to start finding a job. Now 

she's working as waitress in a restaurant, has studied for a driving licence, 

rented a flat. For 2 years she hasn’t gone back to Morocco. Her desire is to 

live in Italy. 

She was born in Venezuela. 3 years ago she arrived in Italy. She has 

married in Italy. She holds degrees in computer science and graphic 

design. At the moment she is unemployed. 

She was born in Bulgaria but has lived in Cyprus for the past 15 years. She 

did not study anything and she has been working for many years. Only in 

the last 6 months she is not working anywhere as she tries to find out her 

next step, working out different ideas and things (work and learning 

related). She suggested that applications and the media in general are 

very useful for personal development and for spending your leisure time in 

a fun way. However, you need to be careful when it comes to learning 

new things to cross check your sources in order not to learn the wrong 

things.  

She is a Cypriot woman who studied English Literature.  

She is a Cypriot woman who studied Political Sciences and finished her 

internship at the Cyprus Youth Council 10 months ago. At the moment she 

is looking for further training and a job.  

She is a Cypriot woman who studied English Literature and taught English 

for some time in Colombia. Now, that she is back in Cyprus she is 

unemployed and trying to figure out her next steps. 



 

She prefers texting or emailing because as she said "They are faster to 

communicate with and more easily to use for my situation (she is a victim 

of home violence so we wouldn’t ask full disclosure on the matter)". 

She is a Somalian woman living in Cyprus since 2016. She did not go to 

school in her country and in Cyprus she attended school for few months to 

learn the language mostly. She is using her smartphone mostly but she is 

comfortable using other devices as well. She is interested in fashion blogs, 

food and sometimes she uses her phone to learn Greek by watching 

movies, reading news, etc. 

She is a Serbian woman living in Cyprus and looking for job since she 

arrived in here. She is trying to network and educate herself through Digital 

devices; especially as it comes to the learning of Greek language, using 

apps like Duo lingo and quiz's to advance her skills. Her husband works in 

Cyprus and she is a stay home mum of 2 children since she is finding it very 

difficult to find a job or even being involved in vocational training. 

However, she tries to attend some seminars in order to update and 

improve herself. 

She comes from the Philippines and lives in Cyprus and works in the field of 

domestic service. The reason why I chose to interview her is because even 

though she has a job, she is self- motivated to advance herself and skills 

and contribute in her community; something that is a great example to 

follow. Specifically, she is networking through the social media in order to 

create opportunities and share news with other women (the community of 

Philippines and other migrant women) about the procedures they need to 

follow and help them in general.  

She is from Lebanon living in Cyprus and looking for a job as a teacher/ 

professor. She uses the devices and applications mostly for learning 

purposes. To read articles, news, information about various topics, etc. She 

rarely accesses social media to socialise. 

She is a Turkish woman with no formal training attending a basic skills 

course at the moment. 

She is a Kurdish woman attending the same course as the women 

described above 

She is a young woman attending a preparatory course for the compulsory 

school leaving exam in Vienna. 

She is a young woman attending a preparatory course for the compulsory 

school leaving exam in Vienna. 
 

  



 

I. 3. GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES 

There were clear criteria for the selection of good practice examples laid out from 

the beginning: 

o easy access by learners 

o participatory dimension  

o usability 

o practicability 

The Good Practice Eamples were not evaluated as it seems unfair and impossible to 

critically assess the above citeria from project descriptions and a more thorough 

exmination of the example was outside the scope of this report. 

 

I. 4. MINUTES FORM TERRITORIAL WORKING GROUPS 

The Territorial Working Groups were installed in each partner counry in order to 

access expert knowledge on different levels, i.e. local administration, local politics, 

NGOs and people working with so called marginalized women. 

The Meetings of the groups more or less followed a common procedure (see below). 

The minutes of the meetings are added in this report as they include important 

information for the design and development of the social learning platform. 

 

Local Working Group (LWG) 

Guide Objective: 

1. to define the methodological approaches that improve access and 

participation of target women to training; 

2. to indicate the most innovative methods that favor social inclusion through 

the development of transversal skills and some key competences; 

3. to indicate the digital tools that reduce the gender gap. 

 

Components of the LWG: people who in various capacities are in contact or 

knowledgeable of the project target, i.e. 

− researchers; 

− third sector representatives; 

− trainers and/or teachers; 

− sociologists; psychologists; counselors. 

 



 

Objective of the LWG: To acquire the experts' point of view on what they would 

include in the Guide to achieve the project objectives: 

− to develop the processes of participation and active citizenship and social 

inclusion; 

− to increase digital skills to reduce gender differences; 

− to facilitate access to initial and continuing vocational training 

 

Target: women between 25 and 40 years of age in a condition of fragility (women 

victims of violence, immigrant women, women with poor schooling, women victims 

of trafficking ...) 

 

II. DATA ANALYSIS 

II. 1. QUESTIONNAIRES FOR INSTITUTIONS 

The questionnaires were drafted by lernraum.wien and translated by the partners 

who also contacted institutions they are cooperating with and sent out the 

questionnaires. These were filled in, returned and analysed using “survey monkey”. In 

total 25 questionnaires were filled in. The following graph shows the number of returns 

in each country: 

 

Table 1: Returns of questionnaires 
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Table 2: Availability of devices 

The availability of electronic media in general is quite impressive, we can observe 

that on average, institutions of adult education and NGOs participating in the survey 

have all devices that we asked about, except for the fact that only institutions in Italy 

and Germany have smart white boards.  
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smart phones tablets PC smart whiteboard

Table 3: Availability of devices 2 

A closer look into the distribution among the countries, though, shows quite 

significant differences: 

 

The distribution of electronic devices is rather uneven and seems to reflect the 

economic status of the participating “countries”. 

 

Smart whiteboards are exclusively available in Germany and Italy; Smart phones and 

PCs are available in all countries with the exception of Romania, where only PCs are 

available for work in classrooms. 

Yet, not only the distribution differs in the individual countries, but also the degree of 

availability. We can observe that in all partner countries PCs, smartphones and 

tablets are available to almost the same extent whereas we can observe a relative 

“dominance” of PCs in Greece and an absolute “dominance” of PCs in Romania.  

Availability alone cannot be considered as a criterion for easy access, hence there 

was a follow up question about the easiness of availability of devices. 

But availability only tells half the story, the important factor is the actual usage of 

these devices which is displayed in the next table: 



 

 
Table 4: Usage / Countries 

From a perspective of usage, we can observe that PCs are predominantly used in all 

countries and institutions, followed by tablets and smartphones and in some cases 

learning platforms. 

 

II.1.2. Participatory use of electronic media 

 
In the following paragraphs some answers to the question are listed (the complete 

answers can be found in the appendix). The answers show a wide spectrum of uses 

and abundant creativity and space for participation. 

 

Question No.12 of the survey ”Do you consider your use of electronic media in 

learning / teaching activities participatory and providing room for active 

participation of the women? If yes, which of your use of electronic resources and 

tools do you consider an example of good practice. Pls. provide a short description.” 

was answered as followed: 

 

 



 

We integrated the smartphones of our students learning process in order to 

encourage them to get involved in co-development of our educational 

material. In specific our students in Second Chance School, after selecting 

one of the common identified thematic topics, build the material by using 

their smartphones (as a mean for learning). For example, they search for 

relevant resources or literature online, or they search elements of the topic in 

the city environment and they take photos of these elements in order to make 

a presentation afterwards in the classroom, working in groups via forum or 

apps i.e. Facebook messenger and WhatsApp 

The use of Mentimeter: Our participants, mainly women, are invited through a 

message with a link to get involved actively by expressing their own opinion 

on topics identified. The results are appeared in a direct interactive way 

encouraging further discussions, reflections and further elaborations 

(differentiations, etc.). In this way, we create a cooperative environment that 

provides opportunities and food for further thoughts and considerations.  

The electronic devices are clearly used with the purpose of the direct 

participation and expression of the opinions of women form vulnerable 

groups. The good practice which is above referred, is about women coming 

from the Roma community who are invited to participate in courses on 

business plan and IT, in order to become capable in marketing online their 

business idea.  

Certainly, the use of the WhatsApp group is widely used for information 

exchange and document sharing. 

The TEAL (Technology Enhanced Active Learning) methodology which 

involves face to face lessons, simulations and laboratory activities on 

computers, for a lively learning experience based on collaboration. 

Generally, I could say that, above all, the social networks make relations, the 

dissemination of information and the possibility of asking for clarification 

tablets and smart phones for the creation of online material 

An online platform with texts, videos and other useful links. 

They can use some app games for example Kahoot, to learn something new. 

They can give their devices to each other to play some games (app games) 

In the WhatsApp-group useful links to learning pages and other relevant 

resources are shared. 

 



 

II.1.3. Innovative use of electronic media 

Answers to question 13 „What aspect of your use of electronic resources and tools do 

you consider innovative, and why? We would be grateful if you could provide us with 

a brief description“ are listed below: 

The contribution by the learners in the composition of the educational 

material through the use of smartphones is absolutely innovative. 

The use of smartphones for educational purposes is an innovation because it is 

broadening the information capacity and usability of this information and also 

makes women to learn and self-evaluate their needs and their priorities, for 

written communication and express clearly their opinions. 

I don’t know if I could characterize it innovative but surely facilitates in 

tremendous way the participation of the learners and the group synthesis 

(dynamics). 

In class study groups, flipped classroom. 

The platforms dedicated to teaching, videos that through the use of cartoons, 

facilitate learning, and the cooperative works that can be carried out 

remotely, such as on Padlet or Drive, are precious in the context in which we 

operate, they maintain inclusion and cohesion of the group and facilitate 

participation and learning. 

The use of the IWB, i.e. the electronic board connected to a computer. It is a 

useful tool because it stimulates attention through different media channels, it 

favors students’ manual ability and makes abstract concepts through digital 

representation. 

I consider the methods to be more innovative than the tools. I use them a lot 

for some Italian lessons or audio texts, we listen to almost all the classics of 

literature through the Rai website. This well-structured activity promotes 

learning by facilitating those who have difficulties related to dyslexia, which is 

a very common learning disability among evening course participants. 

 

But not everywhere and at all times are electronic media used and available, 

institutional constraints seem to play a major role: 

As I am working for an institution with a very limited budget there are hardly 

any innovative aspects in my work, Our PCs are old and so I work with paper 

based material most of the time. 

My participants are not used to learning and have no competencies. Their 

fear of technology should be overcome and fun of learning fostered. 

 

 

 

 



 

II. 2. INTERVIEWS WITH LEARNERS 

In this section, the data from the interviews will be presented; a total of 32 interviews 

were carried out by all partners in the 6 partner countries within the context of their 

own institution or in contexts familiar with the partners.  

We intend to highlight the diversity of the group addressed by the project; first by the 

age ranges, followed by both so called first languages and additional languages, i.e. 

the language repertoires used by the group. 

II. 2.1. Diversity  

Although the group of women addressed by the project is situated in the age range 

of 25 to 40 years, some women were interviewed who were younger or older than 

this. The data are included in this report as we consider the “outliers”, i.e. women 

younger than 25 or older than 40 interesting and relevant to the overall results. 

Especially women older than 45 show different media use and access than the 

younger ones, a fact that could be considered in other projects. 

The age groups on the following table are scaled into cohorts of 10 years.  
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Table 5: Age groups 



 

First Languages

Greek Italian Arabic Amharic Arabic/ French

Bulgarian Chinese Dari/Farsi English German, Serbian

Kurdish Portugese Russian Serbian Sinhala

Somali Spanish Tagalog Thai Turkish

 
Table 6: "First" languages 

The women in the „groups“ speak 20 different „first languages“ with no apparent 

dominance of any language apart from Greek (20%) or Italian (16%). The term “first 

language” here is not used in a linguistically correct manner, the intention behind the 

question was to elicit the language the women would themselves identify as “first” as 

opposed to the “others”.  

The other languages ranging from Amharic to Thai are used by 3% (or one) of the 

interviewees. 

 



 

The additional languages also show an impressive range from English (42%), German 

(17%) Italian and Greek (7%), French and Turkish (2%) as well as others such as Dutch, 

Kazakh, Tamil or Hindi (1%) each: 

Additional languages

English German Italian Greek French Turkish Dutch

Kazakh Tamil Hindi Macedonian Albanian Tigrinya

Table 7: Additional languages 
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Yet another area of diversity is the level of education, surprisingly this is rather high: 16 

out of the 32 interviewees have University degrees. And five more have 12 years of 

schooling. There are only 2 interviewees with hardly any or no schooling at all, these 

are also older than the average group and the envisaged group of the project. 

“Marginalisation” for the highly educated women means no access to jobs 

adequate to their level of education.  

 

  

 Table 8: Level of education 
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Table 9: Possession of devices 

II. 2.2. Availability of electronic devices 

All interviewees have a smart-phone; fewer possess computers and even fewer 

tablets. (Table 9). 29 out of 32 interviewees use their smartphone every day; if we 

include the answer “more than once a week” we can observe that 30 interviewees 

use their smartphone quite regularly. Which in combination with the wide availability 

is quite a significant result for the continuing project work. 

We can see clearly that neither tablets nor computers have the same function in the 

lives of the women as smartphones: 
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 Table 10: Frequency of use 

Table 11: Purpose of use /smartphone 

 

The women interviewed use their smartphones predominantly (88%) for private 

purposes and social contacts (75%). Almost 40% use them for work and 63% for 

learning. 

Possession and availability of smart phones only tells half of the story. Hence we need 

to take a closer look at the purposes for which these are being used: 
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We can observe that smartphones are predominantly used for private purposes but 

also for learning (63%), which in the context of the project seems to be of relevance. 

A more detailed description of uses for the smartphones (and tablets) shows that 

watching videos (100%) communication with family and friends (97%), taking photos 

(91%), getting information (94%), listening to music (91%) and the timer function (88%) 

are the dominant functions of the devices. Calculating using the smartphone (75%) 

and the dictionary function (78%) also rank quite high. The active function of making 

videos ranks lower at 59%. Playing games rates lowest with only 43%: 

Another interesting aspect of use of electronic devices and the autonomy of 

users is the way in which women learned to use them. 31,5 % learned to use 

them with the help from friends, 2 women learned to use them with the help 

from children, the latter also belong to the group of 50+. Most learned it by 

trying out (68%) and surprisingly 21.88 % by reading the instructions.  

  

 

Table 12: Use of smartphone and tablet 



 

0%

5%
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18 - 29 30 - 39 40 - 49 Over 50

How did you learn to operate your devices/Age groups

By trying out With help from my friends With help from my children By reading the instructions

We see that most women are quite independent in their handling of electronic 

devices: 

 

In this respect, we see a clear divide in age groups: The age group 18-29 seems to be 

the most independent users, followed by the age groups 30-39. Women who are 

older than 40 seem to be much more dependent on the help of others: 
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10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

80.00%

By trying out With help from my
friends

With help from my
children

By reading the
instructions

How did you learn to operate your devices?

 

Table 13: Learning to use devices 

Table 14: Learning the usage of electonic devices 



 

Another indicator of the self-determined use of electronic devices is the fact  that 

80% of the women downloaded their apps themselves. 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Myself

With the help of others

No answer

How do you download the apps?

Which apps?

WhatsApp Facebook Instagram Messenger Viber

Youtube Imo Duolingo Skype Google Maps

Telegram Postapay Gmail Line Airbnb

hotels.com LEO Linguee Others (one each)

 Table 16: App usage: Which apps? 

Table 15: Download of apps 



 

The question “Do you perfer writing or phoning your friends and family?“ was added 

in accordance with the research carried out by MIKA2, where the group of women 

interviewed was attending basic skills courses and aimed at the fact of feeling 

comfortable with writing. The results of the present study show that there is no clear 

preference, or if there is any it is writing, which might be attributed to the high level of 

education: 

 

 

One of the key questions for the project was whether electronic devices are used for 

learning and the result is encouraging in our context: 81% of the women use their 

devices for learning at home (this number is higher than the one given to question 

about smart phone usage).  

  

 
2 see above page 2 
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Table 17: Writing or phoning? 



 

From both answers we can assume that quite a high percentage of women use their 

smart phones for learning: 

 

Not only do women own and use their smartphones, they also feel comfortable using 

it, with the exception of one person: 

Do you use any of your devices for learning?

Yes (at home) Yes (in the course) No No answer
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Yes No No answer

You you feel comfortable with your 

smartphone?

Table 19: Comfortable using the apps 

Table 18: Electronic devices used for learning 



 

31

1
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Yes No

Do you use facebook, WhatsApp or any other social 
media?

Counter to the experience with women in basic skills context (see report of expert 

board of Austria appendix p.73), most (i.e. 91%) of the women interviewed for this 

survey, have an e-mail address: 

 

  

91%

6%
3%

Do you have an e-mail address?

Yes No No answer
 Table 20: E-mail address 

Table 21: Usage of social media 



 

II 2.3. THE MAIN RESULTS FROM THE SURVEY AND INTERVIEWS 

The availability of electronic media in general is quite impressive, on average, 

institutions of adult education and NGOs participating in the survey have all devices 

that we asked about, (except for the fact that only institutions in Italy and Germany 

have smart white boards).  

A closer look into the distribution among the countries, though, shows quite 

significant differences: 

The distribution of electronic devices is rather uneven and seems to reflect the 

economic status of the participating “countries”. 

PCs are predominantly used in all countries and institutions, followed by tablets 

and smartphones and in some cases learning platforms. 

PCs are the most easily available devices in the classrooms which depicts a 

rather conservative picture of media use. 

 

30 interviewees use their smartphone quite regularly. Which in combination with the 

wide availability is quite a significant result for the continuing project work. 

The women interviewed use their smartphones predominantly (88%) for private 

purposes and social contacts (75%). Almost 40% use them for work and 63% for 

learning. 

We see that most women are quite independent in their handling of electronic 

devices, all women use apps, and they use a variety of different apps. 

An indicator of self-determined use of electronic devices is the fact that 80% of the 

women downloaded their apps themselves 

Not only do women own and use their smartphones, they also feel comfortable using 

it. 

91% of the women interviewed for this survey, have an e-mail address.  

16 out of the 32 interviewees have university degrees. And five more have 12 years of 

schooling.  



 

It seems that media usage, at least in a quantitative way, i.e. how often and to what 

purpose and which devices are being used, is not totally dependent on education 

alone. 

The main problems and obstacles in the training courses for women between 25 and 

40 years are conditions of fragility. 

 

Women use apps to great extent, 31 out of 32 answer that they do use apps, only 

one person says she doesn’t and explains this with lack of time: „I do not have the 

time to post pictures and/ or posts. However, I use Messenger and Viber to contact 

family. As for Instagram and Facebook, I do use them occasionally just to scroll down 

a bit but I hardly ever post something myself.“ 

 

II.3. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH AUSTRIAN RESEARCH IN 

BASIC SKILLS COURSES 

As there is one research very similar to the one conducted in the framework of 

WeStart!, that is MIKA. A short comparison of results seems to be appropriate at this 

place: 

The MIKA study was conducted in Austria with persons attending basic skills training, 

both persons with German as their first or ones with German as their second 

language.  

The date on media usage are quite similar3:  

Smart phones are used by interviewees form MIKA (IM) on a daily basis as well as by 

interviewees from WeStart! (IW). 

In both groups the availability of smart phones is overwhelming. Another interesting 

fact is that in both groups the use of “instructions for use” is surprisingly high (31IM and 

22% IW). 

In both groups a variety of apps is used. 

In both groups around 60% of the interviewees use their smartphones for learning. 

From this comparison, we can observe that although the IW cohort has very diverse 

educational backgrounds it is in some aspects very similar to participants in basic 

skills training which might mean that media usage, at least in a quantitative way, i.e. 

 
3 The numbers of interviewees in both studies are also quite the same: 35 IM and 32 IW 



 

how often and to what purpose and which devices are being used, is not totally 

dependent on education alone. 

III. GOOD PRACTICES WITH REGARD TO THE 

USE OF NEW MEDIA FOR LEARNING PURPOSES 

IN ADULT EDUCATION 

The partnership has collected a number of so-called good practice examples of 

electronic platforms and tools, as well as training material for ICT which is listed 

below. All examples follow the criteria elaborated at the start of the project (see p. 

7), albeit to varying degrees (the complete descriptions as provided by the partners 

can be found in the appendix p. 47): 

GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES  

Adult Education to Acquire Basic Skills in New Technologies "Heron-2" 

Adult Education Centres 

Development of digital competences for and in cooperation with migrants (in basic 

skill education)/ Digitale Kompetenzen in der Basisbildung mit Migrant*innen 

authentisch erarbeiten 

DIGITALIANO 

E-Book Design Tool 

EPALE 

E-TRAINERS: new skills and tools for vet 

GET UP, Gender Equality Training to overcome Unfair discrimination Practices in 

education and labour market, 

iLearnGreek 

I want to learn (dt. Ich will lernen) 

Life Skills for Europe 

Mediterranean Migration Network (MMN) 

MUPYME Project - Employment and women on the 21st century in Europe: From 

household economy to the economy of SMEs (Small and medium-sized enterprises) 

Padlet (App)  

RIACs – Acceleratori di Integrazione nel mercato del lavoro regionale di rifugiati e 

richiedenti asilo 

Vocationally oriented program for literacy and basic education: „BELUGA“ 

 

  



 

IV. IDEAS FROM THE TERRITORIAL WORKING 

GROUPS (SUMMARY) 

A- identify the main problems and obstacles in the training courses for women 

between 25 and 40 years in a condition of fragility 

 

- linguistic barriers and cultural differences, illiteracy, inadequate educational 

content, self-censorship and/or lack of motivation on the part of the trainees, and so 

on. 

 

- The women encounter specific problems (linguistic, cultural, and financial 

barrier, specific access problems, etc.), therefore, it is necessary to adapt 

methods and contents to their needs.  

- social isolation and lack of a personal networks can be an issue for migrant 

women  

(Germany) 

 

- Time, financial reasons, lack of flexibility of employment and educational 

system, Lack of vocational opportunities, Racist behaviors (Cyprus) 

 

• economic factors (lack of money) 

• women live "in a world of their own" 

• women are not schooled ()4 

• women are afraid of confrontation, "of mixing" 

(Italy) 

 

Vulnerable women as identified from the participants (working) experience are 

considered the ones with limited access to opportunities due to:  

- migration background  

- functional or organic illiteracy 

- socio cultural barriers (Roma community, single mothers, unemployed etc)  

These women need further motivation to participate in training opportunities than 

the ‘traditional’ learners.  

Barriers for their active participation in learning activities  

Lack of information: They are not aware of what is offered. Usually the information 

doesn’t reach them even if it is relevant for them and about them – it is usually 

 
4see above 50% of the group have university degrees, this is not true for women in basic skills 
contexts and may be a result of the specific situation in Cyprus (the editors) 



 

circulated internally among professionals; or women already in education – or it 

happens once and it is not systematically and repetatively provided  

Lack of network from groups in reference (i.e Training Centers, Social Workers, 

School, Parents Assosiations, etc): Most of the women follow a routine in their 

social networks with people sharing the same interests or problems or even 

barriers, hence they perceive their individual sitation as normal.  

 ‘norm’ barriers: For most of them, the tradition of the women staying at home, being 

housewives or even just get out to share a coffee in a coffee house – is the norm. 

Everything out of this norm is exceptional and probably to be excluded by their 

familiar / friendly networks if they do something out of this norm  

 Low confidence: A common answer by women from marginalized environments is 

“Training? This is not for me. “I am too old (at the age of 35!!), I have a lot of house 

work .. I am not that clever, etc.  

 Lack of conceptual understanding: sometimes they feel insecure about not 

understanding ‘new concepts’ or ‘technology oriented‘ words – or English words, 

etc.  

Financial obstacles: Confronting limitations due to unemployment or limited 

resources and still having in mind that to participate in a learning activity you need 

to be well dressed, well prepared and to have some personal items, this is a 

behaviour that needs money (in their opinion. As example look at an extracted by a 

gypsie woman who was invited to participate. “I am not that eager to come, I am 

afraid of bullying. that I am dirty, poor .. I don’t feel well to feel being different in my 

way of appearance ‘.  

Time: many of the women are working on demand, ie as house cleaners or baby 

sitters etc. they don’t have a regular agenda and they are on standb .. so they 

cannot be reliable to participate in pre scheduled meetings (Greece) 

 

 

B-Identify the main methods, tools that can facilitate access to initial and ongoing 

training for women between 25 and 40 years of age in a condition of fragility 

 

- Erzählcafé. This initiative is carried out by the Equal Opportunities 

Officer/District administrative office Cham in cooperation with the VHS Cham 

and takes place once a month (7-20 persons). It offers women the opportunity 

to make new contacts, to practice German in casual atmosphere.  

 

- promotion of access to rights for migrant women and mitigating effects of 

previous violence as well as education of women about their rights to work, 

education, health etc.  

 



 

- the e- learning courses, courses offered by the open University with not fees to 

pay, to provide accredited courses and generate certificates after learning is 

finished. (Cyprus) 

 

- Women often have access to some exercises provided or downloaded with 

help of the teacher (for example learning apps) but they rarely used outside 

the courses. 

 

- PCs are still popular among teachers and students because of the bigger 

screens and keyboards. 

 

- Whereas smartphones are preferably used for learning apps. 

 

- There are few (actually no) learning apps for mathematics for AE or - if there 

are - they are didactically useless. 

(Austria) 

 

An important objective is to “facilitate the insertion on the labor market of 

women in a situation or risk of marginalization” with particular reference to 

women from Roma communities, elderly women and women without 

education. 

 

- facilitating access to professional training, counseling, support for self-

employment; 

(Romania) 

 

Understanding what women like (their interests and their motivations), through a 

request made to them; subsequent active involvement of women in the selection of 

their greatest needs and how to achieve them.  

 

Information campaigns that can be attractive to women 

• make-up; fashion; kitchen; music-themed 

• a festival of traditions 

(Italy) 

 

The participants stress their interest in the role of Media (e.g. on-line blogs) .. 

especially Social Media where possibly most of them participate and can get access 

to the relevant information. They mentioned though that a limited knowledge on ICT 

is still a barrier, even if they use facebook or are registered in i.e fashion blogs they 

need to get motivated in order to get registered in a learning community, e.g. a 

foreign language. On the other side (we) noticed that they like to get involved in 



 

community – based activities which work as starting point for the second step – 

online community learning. As example is the participation in folk dancing 

associations (1ST step) and then as community they decide to go further, to involve a 

language teacher or to invite an expert to give a lecture. There is although still a 

limitation in these cultural / volunteer communities: it is the factor of ‘similarity’ ..to 

explain .. in these associations, the people are becoming ‘community of similars’ due 

to sharing common values and cultural backgrounds.  

If we want to ‘open’ the field and more, diverse learners to get involved – not 

labeled as disadvantaged – initiatives should get advertising the needs of each in a 

tailor made responding: 

For example: possible, workable Steps : on line consultation; demand 2nd step 

personal learning path(s;) 3rd sharing experience with others and 4thadvance level by 

offering mentoring to peers who are new entries ( Greece)  

 

 

C- Best approaches and methods for orientation and development of basic and 

transversal skills  

 

- “Stark Im Beruf” (“Strong at work”) funded by the (BMFSFJ) and (ESF) aims to 

promote better opportunities for mothers with a migration background in the 

labour market and to facilitate the access to existing offers (Germany) 

 

• flipped classrooms 

• learning through development 

• interpersonal teaching 

• providing internships 

• traditional approach to skills 

• working in groups 

• business simulations 

• outdoor educational activities 

• finding links between disciplines and / or areas of competence 

• the didactic approach focused on action 

• learning based on the project  

(Romania) 

 

We should embed Google translator in the Social Learning platform to assist women 



 

with translation when necessary in other languages than the ones we the partners will 

translate the material to.  

Some methods as mentioned above - part of non- formal activities- are the 

Theater4Living, role play, Networking hubs and Cognitive Behavioral therapy 

(Cyprus) 

Outreach activities :  

Getting in their shoes, involving ambassadors from their social context / as role model 

Organizing events by inviting member of associations (i.e migrant communities) to 

have an active role in co developing learning opportunities  

Volunteering in adult education  

Free ICT lessons (Adult educators as volunteers in ICT skills)  

Introduce approaches for discussion like world café, so that mixed and multiple 

rotated groups to share and interact  

Fun  

 Involve humor – people that can animate the participation because of their skills to 

bring fun and friendly atmosphere  

Film workshops: organize film meetings, discussions on the roles, the after story 

possible scenarios  

Emphasis to the life stories of everyday people  

Share the ground to each one who can tell a story – making them all storytellers! There is 

a nice approach on this: human libraries workshops where participants are taking the 

floor and each workshop is dedicated to the life story of 1 participant. (Greece) 

D-Identify if target women have access and use digital tools and what use they 

make of them 

 

- most of the women use smartphones or tables, use of computers is rather 

limited and mostly linked to the current job (Germany) 

- Provision of e-content via smartphones or tables can have a potential in 

increase of knowledge and skills 

- According our survey smartphones or tables are used mostly for social 

contact, in some cases for learning reasons. Provision of e-content via 

smartphones or tables can have a potential in increase of knowledge and 

skills. 

- (Germany) 

 



 

 

- women are very active on social networks (Instagram, Facebook), although 

these are not channels to look at the world but rather to give/build their own 

image. 

- Digital tools are not seen as an opportunity for growth but as an additional 

means of social confinement 

(Italy/accademia) 

 

- Quite rarely and without continuity. There is a clear need to deepen and 

broaden the range of digital tools that women in the target group have 

access to. Despite years of investment in ICT infrastructure throughout the 

adult education sector the use of emerging technology and social media to 

support day to day teaching practice remains low. (Romania). 

 

 

- (The women) use mostly their smartphones for social networking and perhaps 

some apps for language learning, play games while, Cypriot women use also 

tablets and/ or computers for socialising and to learn things 

- There is a need to specify the term of 'new' digital technologies according to 

the group's feedback. Considering digital technologies to be the e- learning, 

platforms, social media, games, use of tablets...they do promote learning and 

teaching processes. 

- Also, audiovisual content, apps for treasure hunt, information applications for 

learning, webinars and videos as well as websites of public services and online 

guides (e.g. for Cyprus) can and do empower and 

- promote their learning. Knowledge and use of apps like Uber, Taxify can also 

lead to their learning  

(Cyprus) 

 

- There is a lot of communication going on, apps are usually not installed by the 

women themselves. Sometimes it is a great enlightenment for the women that 

there are settings for the phone that can be changed (Austria) 

 

The majority of the women have a conventional cll phone or a smart phone. They 

interact via messages or even WhatsApp – in a 60% (especially the migrant women) 

(Greece) 

 

 

 

E-Identify programs to encourage the learning and continuous training of target 

women and/or if the technologies are known 



 

- Try to keep the complexity low so that certain group of people can benefit 

from it. In other words, the platform should work as simple as whatsapp or 

facebook, because that is what most people know and can handle. 

- Social learning means that there must be moderation. 

 

- Multilingualism is very important on all levels of the platform; there must be 

access to the platform in various first languages (should also be possible 

through voice input -- > could this be a technical option to assure 

multilingualism? 

- Also audio description for un-practiced readers should be provided 

- The platform should be able to be used and understood without support 

But: 

-  Before using it should be introduced and explained by teachers/trainers  

- Before using online training tools there should be exercises carried out in the 

course before they can be practised online 

- The platform should provide useful and interesting content and information  

- Parallel to the platform there should be an app developed for better access 

for everybody 

- Access to the platform: access with e-mail address is a significant barrier for 

many. The access must be possible with username and password. 

(Austria) 

 

In several seminars and courses, the educators are introducing additional strategies 

to conventional one, the use of Internet by asking the participants to make use of 

the PCs or their smartphones. Tablets are not still that common - especially in this 

group. Methods like mentimeter or Padlet make them active and curious – we 

definitely introduce both of these. 

Examples for further use:  

Transform conventional modes into digital:  

World café with the use of Padlet (where all participants upload their opinions or any 

information online in real time)  

Assessment with a sense of peer status via mentimeter or EUROTEST (self assessment 

of language level) or similar  

Simplified Handbooks to facilitate the access in the digital learning world (Greece) 

 

  



 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND (SOME) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

As we observed from the data we see that with two exceptions diversity is the main 

combining factor; the exceptions being 100% use of smartphones and 100% use of 

apps. All the other factors are quite diverse with a tendency that younger women 

are more independent in their use of electronic devices and in acquiring the skills to 

do so.  

We observe an abundance of languages used both as so-called first languages or 

as additional languages which raises the question of a multilingual or “open” 

platform on which tasks and texts can be uploaded in different languages and 

perhaps also as audio files. 

The varying educational backgrounds also make it mandatory to offer “entrance 

points” to the platform on different levels of complexity. 

It can be observed from all the data of the research is the omnipresence of 

smartphones and - surprisingly the availability of email addresses which will make the 

registration process for the platform easier than originally assumed. 

The general context of marginalized women is dominated by financial, social and 

legal insecurity and sometimes violence. 

Multilingualism is an important factor, as most women speak the language of the 

country they find themselves in, in addition to their first languages – a way to deal 

with this multilingual situation will have to be found so that the social learning 

platform can serve and be used by women in all participating countries. 

From a methodological point of view, we can observe that the key parameters that 

render activities successful are participation, interest and relevance to the everyday 

lives of the women. 

Marginalization and use of electronic media seem to be independent from 

educational backgrounds, social factors and the concrete living environments are 

more important – at least as far as the results of the present study are concerned. 

  



 

VI. APPENDIX 

 

QUESTIONNAIRES 

 

 

 

 

The project WE START aims at providing a Social Learning Platform for marginalised 

women. Before we start our development work we would like to get an overview of 

the use of electronic media and devices both in institutions working with women and 

on the media use of the women themselves. 

Our main interest is information on the availability and use of electronic devices in 

teaching and learning and on the women’s familiarity with these media. 

Thank you for cooperating; your information is very important for our endeavour. 

0) Pls tick of your country 

 

Austria Cyprus  Germany Greece Italy Romania  

       

 

1) Can you pls. describe the group of women you are working within a few 

words: 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ 

 

 



 

2) Which electronic devices are available in your institution (pls. tick all relevant 

items)  

 

o Smart phones 

 

o Tablets 

 

o PCs 

 

o Smart whiteboards 

 

o Others (which?) 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________ 

 

3) How easily available are these devices for learners and trainers? 

 

 Easily 

available 

Available Available 

with 

problems 

Not 

available 

PCs 

 

    

Tablets     

Smart 

whiteboar

d 

 

    

Smart 

phones 

    

Others (pls 

specify 

 

_________ 

    

 

4) Which electronic devices do you use in your institution for learning / teaching 

purposes (pls tick all relevant items). 

o Smart phones 

 

o Tablets 

 



 

o PCs 

 

o Smart whiteboards 

 

o Learning platforms (e.g. Moodle) 

 

o Others (which?) 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________ 

 

 

5) How often do you use these devices? 

 

 Once a 

year 

Several 

times a 

year but 

not every 

month 

Once a 

month 

Every 

week 

Every day 

PCs 

 

     

Tablets 

 

     

Smart 

whiteboar

d 

 

     

Smart 

phones 

     

Others (pls 

specify 

 

_______ 

     

 

6) Which online resources and tools do you use in teaching / learning processes 

with your learners 

 

o Learning platforms (e.g. Moodle) 

o Facebook groups 

o WhatsApp groups 

o Apps 

o Which? 



 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________ 

 

7) How useful do you think the tools and online resources are for the women’s 

learning process? 

 

 Very useful Useful Quite useful Not useful 

E learning 

platforms 

 

    

MOOCS 

 

    

Webinars 

 

    

E-books 

 

    

Learning apps 

 

    

Discussion 

forums 

 

    

Other 

educational 

software 

 

    

Social media  

 

    

Entertainment 

websites 

    

 

 

8) Do you also use electronic devices that the women bring along to the course 

(BYOD: bring your own device) 

 

How do you make use of the women’s electronic devices in the learning process? 

 



 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________ 

 

 

9) Do you also make use of the women’s ICT competences in the learning 

process? 

  

How do you make use of the women’s competences? Pls. provide examples. 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________ 

 

 

10) How many women attending your institutions have private access to 

electronic media (pls provide an estimate) 

 

o 100% 

 

o more than 80 % 

 

o more than 60% 

 

o less than 40% 

 

o less than 20% 

 

o none 

 

 

 



 

11)  Do you consider your use of electronic media in learning / teaching activities 

participatory and providing room for active participation of the women?  

 

o Yes 

o No 

 

If yes, which of your use of electronic resources and tools do you consider an 

example of good practice. Pls. provide a short description 

 

12)  Which aspect of your use of electronic resources and tools do you consider 

innovative, and why 

 

Thank you for a short description. 

 

______________________________________ 

13) Would you like to get more information about the project? Pls. provide your 

email address: 

 

 

 

________________@__________________________ 

  



 

INTERVIEW GUIDELINES 

Interviews: 

 

 

Age: 

 

First languages: 

 

Additional languages: 

 

What is your highest level of education: 

 

 

o Elementary school ( 8 years) 

 

o Further schooling (12 years) 

 

o Higher education 12 years of school and university degree 

 

o Vocational training 

 

 

Do you have any of these devices at home? 

 

 

o Computer 

o Smartphone 

o Tablet 

 

Which of these do you use more frequently: 

 

 

 Every day More than 

once per 

Rarely Hardly ever 



 

week (one a 

month) 

computer     

smartphone     

tablet     

 

Which do you use 

 

 privately For work  For learning For social 

contacts 

computer     

smartphone     

tablet     

 

 

In which language(s) do you use your electronic devices? 

______________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________ 

 

 

What do you use your smartphone /Tablet for (tick as many answers as 

applicable) 

 

o For taking photos 

o To communicate with family and friends via  

▪ WhatsApp,  

▪ Instagram 

o To watch videos 

o To make videos 

o To get information 

o To listen to music 

o As a dictionary 

o The timer function e.g. alarm clock 



 

o To calculate 

o Playing games 

o Online 

o offline 

 

 

How did you learn using your devices? 

 

o By trying out 

o With help from my friends 

o With help from my children 

o By reading the instructions 

 

Do you use any apps? 

 

o Yes 

o no 

 

If yes, how many? 

Which ones? 

 

 

How do you choose your apps? 

 

Do you download them  

o yourself? 

o or with the help of others? 

 

Do you prefer writing text messages or phoning people? 

o Writing 

o phoning 

 

Do you use any of your devices for learning? 



 

 

o At home? 

o In the course? 

 

Do you feel comfortable using your … 

 

Computer   yes  no 

Smartphone   yes  no 

Tablet    yes  no 

 

 

Do you have an email address? 

 

o yes   

o no 

 

 

Do you use facebook, whatsApp or any other social media platform actively? 

 

o yes   

o no 

 

if not, why not? 

 

 

  



 

COMPLETE ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 12 AND 13 SURVEY 

 

Q12 Do you believe that the use of electronic media in your learning / 

teaching activities is participatory and improves the active involvement 

of women? If so, what use of resources and electronic tools is an 

example of good practice? Please provide a brief description: 

 

 

tablets and smart phones for the creation of online material  

An online platform with texts, videos and other useful links.  

They can use some app games for example Kahoot, to learn something new. 

They can give their devices to each other to play some games (app games) 

 

We share useful links to learning apps and other topics in a WhatsApp-group 

Learning platforms 

Laptops, smartphones and sometimes, PCs to make things clearer and as 

dictionaries 

vhs has provided a room and Chromebooks which can be used outside 

course times 

Tablets and Smartphones are integrated into the learning environment right 

from the beginning and without much ado 

Training for teachers concerning topical apps, create a fun way of working 

with terminals, machines have to be in good working order should be easily 

accessible need a lot of support 

see our publication: 

https://www.netzwerkmika.at/application/files/5815/4866/0783/Lernstrategien

_im_Basisbildungsun 

terricht.pdf 

Learning groups are working well and exchange in the groups of learners via 

communication platforms such as WhatsApp because learners can 

communicate outside the classroom. It is important that teachers do not have 

to be available all the time 

leaners seem to participate more via electronic media than in classical 

settings without these. 

 

 

We integrated the smartphones of our students learning process in order to 

encourage them to get involved in co development of our educational 



 

material. In specific our students in Second Chance School, after selecting 

one of the common identified thematic topics, build the material by using 

their smartphones ( as a mean for learning). For example, they search for 

relevant resources or literature on line, or they search elements of the topic in 

the city environment and they take photos of these elements in order to 

make a presentations afterwards in the classroom, working in groups via 

forum or apps i.e facebook messenger and whatsApp 

 

The use of Mentimeter: Our participants, mainly women, are invited through a 

message with a link to get involved actively by expressing their own opinion in 

topics identified.The results are appeared in a direct interactive way 

encouraging further discussions , reflections and further elaborations ( 

differentiations ,etc). In this way, we create a cooperative environment that 

provides opportunities and food for further thoughts and considerations.  

The electronic devices are clearly used with the purpose of the direct 

participation and expression of the opinions of women form vulnerable 

groups. The good practice which is above referred , is about women coming 

from the Roma community who are invited to participate in courses on 

business plan and IT in order to become capable in marketing on line their 

business idea.  

 

Certainly, the use of the whatsup group is widely used for information 

exchange and document sharing 

I believe only a part of the electronic media could facilitate the level of 

learning. I think that the comparison with others and the exchange of 

experiences are useful to strengthen one's own competences in a guided 

process of self-evaluation 

 

The TEAL (Technology Enhanced Active Learning) methodology which 

involves face to face lessons, simulations and laboratory activities on 

computers, for a lively learning experience based on collaboration. 

Generally, I could say that, above all, the social networks make relations, the 

dissemination of information and the possibility of asking for clarifications 

easier. For a type of user that presents fragility, the social group is a great 

support 

connect online with more than one person for a web conference or simply a 

forum 

Computer and Whiteboard 

not very often but they are being used 

 



 

Q13 What aspect of your use of electronic resources and tools do you 

consider innovative, and why? We would be grateful if you could 

provide us with a brief description: 

 

IWB (Interactive Whiteboard) is a useful tool that allows you to access 

different audio, video supports... and it almost always allows the user a more 

active and dynamic participation 

I consider the methods to be more innovative than the tools. I use them a lot 

for some Italian lessons or audio texts, we listen to almost all the classics of 

literature through the Rai website. This well-structured activity promotes 

learning by facilitating those who have difficulties related to dyslexia, which is 

a very common learning disability among evening course participants  

Active job-search platforms 

 

SEMINARS FACING THE KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR RIGHTS WOULD BE USEFUL 

The use of the IWB, i.e. the electronic board connected to a computer. It is a 

useful tool because it stimulates attention through different media channels, it 

favors students’ manual ability and makes abstract concepts through digital 

representation. 

The platforms dedicated to teaching, videos that through the use of 

cartoons, facilitate learning, and the cooperative works that can be carried 

out remotely, such as on Padlet or Drive, are precious in the context in which 

we operate, they maintain inclusion and cohesion of the group and facilitate 

participation and learning. 

In class study groups. flipped classroom 

 

 

the use of electronic devices for the creation of online educational material, 

e-books, apps, videos  

You can discover different ways to learn with more images or GIFs.  

 

As homework, learners are supposed to document their daily routines with 

pictures 

The use of smartphones in learning contexts, learning platforms, digital 

textbook 

 

 

innovative no. Not using things that are part of the learners’ daily lives would 

really be anachronistic, if not retro 



 

the development of our methodological approach which enables learners to 

use their already existing competences and to build on them. 

Electronic resources are tools for us such as all the others, we do not use them 

as an aim in itself but to develop the learners’ competences especially in the 

field of languages. This means we do not provide a course for smart usage 

today and on for language learning tomorrow but the smartphone is a tool 

for learning in general. We generally assume that learners possess and use 

smartphones and this is why we integrate them into basic skills training. The 

contribution of the learners in the composition of the educational material 

through the use of smartphones is absolutely innovative  

The use of smartphones for educational purposes is an innovation because 

broadening the information capacity and usability of this information and also 

make women to learn self evaluate their needs and their priorities, to written 

communicate and express clearly their opinions. 

I don’t know if I could characterize it innovative but surely facilitates in 

tremendous way the participation of the learners and the group synthesis 

(dynamics). 

 

As I am working for an institution with a very limited budget there are hardly 

any innovative aspects in my work, Our PCs are old and so I work with paper 

based material most of the time. 

 

Practical use 

  



 

GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES 

Title: Adult Education to Acquire Basic Skills in New Technologies 

"Heron-2" 

Link: http://www.gsae.edu.gr/en/heron  

Description:  

The "Heron-2" program was designed by the General Secretariat for Lifelong 

Learning of the Ministry of Education for Lifelong Learning and Religious 

Affairs and is implemented by the Institute for Continuing Adult Education. It is 

part of the Operational Program "Education and Lifelong Learning" and is co-

funded by the European Social Fund (NSRF 2007-13) and by the Greek State. 

Language: Greek  

 

Title: Adult Education Centres 

Link: http://www.moec.gov.cy/epimorfotika/en/index.html  

Description: 

The Adult Education Centres is a significant programme which provides 

general adult education in Cyprus within the framework of providing lifelong 

learning opportunities. The main objective of the Adult Education Centres is 

the general development of each adult’s personality as well as the social, 

financial and cultural development of citizens and society in general. 

 

The Adult Education Centres offer a variety of interdisciplinary courses which 

focus mainly on the teaching of foreign languages, ICT courses, arts and 

crafts, cultural programmes, health and other issues of general interest, as 

well as on teaching professional and vocational skills. 

 

The Adult Education Centres have been acknowledged by the citizens of the 

Republic of Cyprus as the most important programme of general adult 

education with the provision of a variety of qualitative courses. The adult 

students depending of the course can use various media (computer, tablets, 

etc.…) in order to develop and/ or enhance their ICT skills as well. 

Language: Greek 

 

http://www.gsae.edu.gr/en/heron


 

Title: Development of digital competences for and in cooperation with 

migrants (in basic skill education) / Digitale Kompetenzen in der 

Basisbildung mit Migrant*innen authentisch erarbeiten 

Link: 
https://www.netzwerkmika.at/application/files/3915/3597/7763/Digitale_Kompetenz

en_authentisch_erarbeiten.pdf 

Description: 

This material aims at developing digital competences together with migrants 

in a way that includes experience based learning and digital empowerment 

because it aims at lowering the threshold for migrants to use information 

technologies in an emancipated way. The most interesting aspect of this 

material and project is the fact that ICT not only is the medium of learning 

but at the same time the topic. The Activities use a reallife situation as a 

starting point for work on the specific topics. Topics are apps, QR Codes, 

using audio and video resources and making videos. 

Especially the unit on producing a video seems relevant as here learner work 

on an instructional video for buying a ticket on public transport, i.e. they 

themselves produce a learning video for this topic. The unit also includes 

logistic elements such as copyright, protection of individual rights. Learners 

not only learn how to buy a ticket but also how to produce a video and 

upload it on the internet. 

Furthermore it should be noted that the aim of some of the activities is to 

foster the use of digital environments outside the classroom. 

Language: German 

Title: DIGITALIANO 

Link: http://digitaliano.coopdedalus.org/  

Description: The platform contains teaching modules for learning Italian L2 

(levels 1 and 2) and information materials for parents and teachers. 

Language: Italian (English) 

https://www.netzwerkmika.at/application/files/3915/3597/7763/Digitale_Kompetenzen_authentisch_erarbeiten.pdf
https://www.netzwerkmika.at/application/files/3915/3597/7763/Digitale_Kompetenzen_authentisch_erarbeiten.pdf
http://digitaliano.coopdedalus.org/


 

  

Title: E-Book Design Tool 

Link:  

Description: The E-Book Advanced Design Tool is an online tool that enables 

trainers and educators to develop their own advanced electronic books and 

publish them through the application. This makes it possible for the format to 

be used by thousands of content providers. The e-book design tool therefore 

plays a key role in making the advanced ebook a real open learning 

resource. 

Target group: several target groups, consisting of learners, educators, and 

multipliers. 

Language: 

 

Title: EPALE 

Link: https://ec.europa.eu/epale/en/home-page  

Description: 

EPALE is a European, multilingual, open membership community of adult 

learning professionals, including adult educators and trainers, guidance and 

support staff, researchers and academics, and policymakers. 

 

EPALE is funded by the Erasmus+ programme. It is part of the European 

Union’s strategy to promote more and better learning opportunities for all 

adults. 

 

EPALE does this by supporting and strengthening the adult learning 

professions. It enables members to connect with and learn from colleagues 

across Europe, through its blog posts, forums, the Partner Search tool, 

complemented with physical gatherings. 

 

There are several themes which the users can choose regarding life skills, 

policy, quality, learning environments and learner support.  

Language: All European Languages 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/epale/en/home-page


 

Title: E-TRAINERS: new skills and tools for vet 

Link: https://ec.europa.eu/epale/it/resource-centre/content/e-trainers-

metodi-e-strumenti-di-insegnamento-digitali  

Description:  

Digital learning and trasversal skills: The online training course based on three 

methods will help teachers and professionals who work in various capacities 

with young people to prepare and develop their educational activities 

better thanks to the use of digital technologies, using questionnaires, videos 

and games. 

Target groups: Teacher (direct target) and Students (indirect) 

Language: All EU Languages 

 

Title: GET UP, Gender Equality Training to overcome Unfair 

discrimination Practices in education and labour market 

 

Link: http://www.getupproject.eu/  

Description:  

Definition of a European Minimum Standard of Competences on Gender 

Equality (EMSC) for the professionals intervening in transition phases along the 

education-training-labour market chain – focused on the professional 

competences required in order to recognise and reduce gender 

discrimination; valorise differences; collect and make use of gender-

disaggregated data. 

Design of a training programme – Gender Equality Training (GET) – based on 

the EMSC, to be first implemented and piloted during the Transnational 

Training in Perugia (January 2018). 

A defined set of competences and related minimum obligatory training 

standard for the professionals involved as direct target groups for the 

adoption of a non-discriminatory and non-stereotyped approach at the 

workplace; 

Language: Bulgarian, Italian, Litunian, Malta 

https://ec.europa.eu/epale/it/resource-centre/content/e-trainers-metodi-e-strumenti-di-insegnamento-digitali
https://ec.europa.eu/epale/it/resource-centre/content/e-trainers-metodi-e-strumenti-di-insegnamento-digitali
http://www.getupproject.eu/


 

  

Title: iLearnGreek 

Link: https://www.ilearngreek.eu/en/  

Description:  

iLearnGreek is a program that aims to provide free Greek language courses 

to Third Country Nationals, in order to support their integration process in the 

Cypriot society and labour market. 

 

Persons over 18 years of age, with a nationality of a Third Country (non-

European Union country nationality) with one of following statuses: 

 

- Third Country National with a student’s or worker’s or visitor’s or Cypriot 

spouse’s residence permit 

- Recognized Refugees 

- Subsidiary Protection Status 

- Asylum Seekers 

 

The courses are offered in Nicosia, Limassol, Pafos, Larnaca and Famagusta. 

The courses are organized in two language levels: for beginners and for 

intermediate users. 

 

A FREE TABLET is awarded to participants that will attend to more than 60% of 

the in-class lessons and pass the final exam. 

Language: English and Greek  

 

 

https://www.ilearngreek.eu/en/


 

Title: Life Skills for Europe 

Link: https://eaea.org/project/life-skills-for-europe-lse/ 

Description: The Life Skills for Europe Project was awarded the honour of a 

European Good Practice by the European Commission. 

The LSE project will explain, further develop and upscale the life skills 

approach with the purpose to support three different groups: 

People from a disadvantaged background who have few possibilities to 

escape the low skills trap and often lack the know-how to access social 

services, proper health care that goes beyond urgencies, and democratic 

participation. 

Refugees who not only need to learn the host language, but also acquire the 

knowledge on how to make a home in their new countries. 

‘Native’ population of Europe that respond aggressively to ‘foreigners’ 

through xenophobic and violent actions. 

In order to support these three groups to access learning and other services, 

increase their participation in a democratic society and develop greater 

intercultural understanding; partners invite providers and policy-makers to 

develop comprehensive learning offers. Those should combine basic and 

digital skills with problem solving, critical thinking and interaction with other 

people as well as information and support on how to access health and 

social services, developing family competences and fostering intercultural 

dialogue and active citizenship. 

Among Others the project produced: 

a collection of good practices of life skills initiatives across Europe, and an 

analysis of the practices to help understand what works and how to make it 

work (IO1-b), including practices concerning digital capabilities and media 

literacy 

a collection and analysis of tools that are being used across Europe in order 

to promote and enhance life skills and intercultural understanding (IO1-c) 

a provision framework and transferable modules to create an indicative 

framework for life skills provision, incl. modules on; e.g., language, literacy 

and numeracy skills; digital capabilities and media literacy; financial, health 

and civic capabilities (IO2) 

an Awareness Raising and Strategy toolkit that will not only provide 

summaries of the lesson learnt through O1 and O2, but also contain 

recommendations as well as proposals for life skills strategies at different 

levels (IO3) 

Language: English, Greek, Danish, Slovenian, French 

 

 
 

https://eaea.org/project/life-skills-for-europe-lse/


 Title: Mediterranean Migration Network (MMN) 

Link: https://www.migrationnetwork.org/en/  

Description:  

The Mediterranean Migration Network (MMN) promotes collaboration and 

exchanges good practices among public and private stakeholders active in 

the fields of migration and integration. 

 

In the MMN portal you are able to become a member of the network and 

communicate with organizations and individuals interested in Migration issues 

from all over Europe and the world, and especially from the Mediterranean 

region.  

 

You get opportunities to discuss with other members of the MMN, debate on 

migration related issues, share ideas, exchange good practices and 

generate opportunities for further collaboration on funded projects and 

proposals. Moreover, you have access to numerous resources related to 

Migration and as a member of the MMN and you are able to share resources 

you found in order to be included in the E-library. 

Language: Greek and English 

 

Title: I want to learn (dt. Ich will lernen) 

Link: http://www.ich-will-lernen.de/ 

Description: 

"ich-will-lernen.de" is German's largest open learning portal that provides 

more than 31.000 exercises on literacy and basic education, preparation for 

getting a formal qualification (final school exam) and for basic economic 

education. It was developed by the German Adult Education Association 

e.V. (DVV) with financial support from the German Ministry of Education and 

Research.  

The program comprises 16 learning levels and the learning material is related 

to the field Maths, German, English and embedded in 57 different types of 

tasks, e.g. crossword puzzle, domino, flash calculation etc.  

 

The entertainment section offers games, reading texts, an e-mail-intranet, a 

chatroom as well as up-to-date news, which are recorded several times a 

day. In addition the platform provides "news" to current political, cultural 

events like federal elections, football world championships written in a "simple 

language". Therefore, learners can publish their own short texts and recipes 

from their home country on the platform.  

 

Users can be accompanied by tutors on their learning path. For education 

institutions this learning platform is available as a blended-learning tool that 

can be used in language and literacy courses and basic education courses. 

 

 

https://www.migrationnetwork.org/en/
http://www.ich-will-lernen.de/


 

 

 

   

Title: MUPYME Project - Employment and women on the 21st century in 

Europe: From household economy to the economy of SMEs (Small and 

medium-sized enterprises) 

Project No: 2015-1-ES01-KA204-015937 

Link: http://mupymeproject.eu/index.php/en/  

Description:  

MUPYME Project was awarded the honour of a European Good Practice by 

the European Commission.  

Language: The material of the Platform is available only in English, while the 

rest of the material of the project are available also in Greek, Spanish, 

Macedonian and German 

 

http://mupymeproject.eu/index.php/en/


 

Title: Padlet (App)  

Link: https://el.padlet.com/makingofcitizens/49ugcra7orsb 

Description: 

Padlet is an app (https://padlet.com/features) that gives access to the 

participants or wanna be participants to get connected and share 

documents , photos and even videos from real learning settings in real time 

to other persons or in a website dedicated to specific project / course 

objectives.  

 

CYCLISIS an NGO which works with citizens and educational world by 

developing courses in democratic citizenship had introduced the padlet to 

the educationalists woking with kids or adults in their daily work .  

The aim was to develop an online community of practice that could 

collaborate simply,updating experience and sharing relevant information to 

all participants in the same course.  

Language: English, Greek 

 

Title: RIACs – Acceleratori di Integrazione nel mercato del lavoro 

regionale di rifugiati e richiedenti asilo 

Link: http://cidisonlus.org/riacs-acceleratori-di-integrazione-nel-mercato-del-

lavoro-regionale-di-rifugiati-e-richiedenti-asilo/  

Description: 

This project aims to facilitate the rapid and long-term integration of asylum 

seekers and holders of international protection in the labor market. This 

process is activated in close collaboration with employers and aims to 

strengthen the system and improve intervention methods, to guarantee the 

quality and sustainability of work and social integration paths. 

The materials have been elaborated by teachers specialized in teaching 

Italian L2 and the contents, images and exercises proposed have been built 

with the employers involved in the project, who have given specific sectoral 

indications and techniques, to strengthen language skills of the beneficiaries 

followed by the project and included in the company. 

3 work-books concern 3 specific professional sectors: catering, textiles, 

agriculture. 

Language: Italian 

 

 

 

 

https://el.padlet.com/makingofcitizens/49ugcra7orsb
https://padlet.com/features
http://cidisonlus.org/riacs-acceleratori-di-integrazione-nel-mercato-del-lavoro-regionale-di-rifugiati-e-richiedenti-asilo/
http://cidisonlus.org/riacs-acceleratori-di-integrazione-nel-mercato-del-lavoro-regionale-di-rifugiati-e-richiedenti-asilo/


 

 

  

Title: Vocationally oriented program for literacy and basic education: 

„BELUGA“ 

Link: http://abc-projekt.de/beluga/  

Description: 

BELUGA is a free software that helps adults to overcome the gaps in literacy 

and basic education. It provides exercises to develop the basic literacy skills: 

reading, writing, maths, as well as internet usage and word processing. The 

contents are related to different occupational fields and have different levels 

of difficulty. Thus, the software provides vocabulary training in different 

thematic areas, like construction workers and motorists/vehicle drivers, 

painting, cooking, nursing and care sector, as well as vocabulary to general 

topics 

In addition, the software provides other practical exercises e.g. Internet 

browsing, calculating, as well as exercises for concentration training. Many 

learning games can be downloaded from the website. With each exercise, 

the learner has different levels of difficulty to choose from. Although the 

software targeted primarily adults, it can be used also in literacy courses for 

young adults and children. 

Currently the developer is working on an APP-version. 

Language: German 

 

http://abc-projekt.de/beluga/


 

TERRITORIAL WORKING GROUP REPORTS 

 

Accademia:  

SCHEME-GRID FOR THE SYNTHETIC COLLECTION OF THE MAIN CONTENTS EMERGED IN 

THE MEETING WITH THE STAKEHOLDERS OF THE TERRITORY (GTL) 

Date: 27.04.2019 

Place: Taviano 

Participants: add the names according to the list 

Staff member/members who carry/carries out the meeting: President - Antonio Muia; 

Director & Project Manager - Francesca Ozza; Staff - Paola Maciariello, Alessia Rainò; 

Viviana Calzolaro –Municipality of Taviano;Paola Cornacchia- Municipality of 

Taviano;Francesco Lezzi - Municipality of Taviano;Germano Santacroce – 

Municipality of Taviano ;Teresa Chianella – Committee on equal opportunities 

province of Lecce ; Francesco Pacella – GAL Serre Salentine; Marianna De Rocco – 

Professor Polo 3 Casarano; Serena Stefanelli - Municipality of Taviano. 

 

A- identify the main problems and obstacles in the training courses for women between 

25 and 40 years in a condition of fragility 

Individual factors 

- economic factors (lack of money) 

- women identified as targets who live "in a world of their own" 

- women are not schooled 

- women are afraid of confrontation, "of mixing" 

 

Community related factors 

- difficulty by the social context in passing information 

- lack of a capacity for acceptance and availability 

- cultural differences poorly understood by the social context and by policy makers 

- lack of coordination between institutions (CPIA, social services, training institutions) 

 

B-Identify the main methods, tools that can facilitate access to initial and ongoing training 

for women between 25 and 40 years of age in a condition of fragility 

 

Understanding what women like (their interests and their motivations), through a request 

made to them; subsequent active involvement of women in the selection of their 

greatest needs and how to achieve them.  

 

Information campaigns that can be attractive to women 

- make-up; fashion; kitchen; music-themed 

- a festival of traditions 

 

 

 

D-Identify if target women have access and use digital tools and what use they make of 



 

them 

 

Target women are very active on social networks (Instagram, Facebook), although these 

are not channels to look at the world but rather to give/build their own image. 

Digital tools are not seen as an opportunity for growth but as an additional means of 

social confinement. 

 

 

E-Identify programs to encourage the learning and continuous training of target women 

and/or if the technologies are known 

 

▪ If yes, specify with some good examples (related to social inclusion) 

 

 

Good examples:  

 

1) Albanian woman arrived in Italy with 2 children: who learned Italian, attended all school 

levels (to date has 2 degrees), made her children study, decided to change religion 

(Muslim in Catholic); 

 

2) Venezuelan woman with a degree and computer skills who has reached out to local 

services in order to take part to professional training and develop her own business idea. 

 

 

AESD: 

 

GRID FOR THE COLLECTION OF THE MAIN CONTENTS EMERGED IN THE MEETING WITH 

THE STAKEHOLDERS (LWG) 

Date: 15.07.2019 

Venue: Calarasi 

Participants: see the Signature Sheet 

Staff of We START Project: Gabriel Dobrescu, Carmen Lapadat, Adriana Olaru 

 

A- In reference to the target of the survey (vulnerable women) comparison between the 

main critical issues and obstacles in the training courses-15 minutes 

 

 

Women were affected by falling employment in one proportion higher than men. 

Difference in occupancy rates of women and men is considerable and constant over 

time. In recent years, this has increased, perhaps due to the crisis economic, which has 

affected the population to a greater extent women. 

We can identify several categories that are problematic in terms of occupation: 

- women with low training and / or qualification inappropriate on the labor market; 

- women in rural areas whose formal occupation is one more often than unpaid family 



 

workers; 

- women with many children without experience in the labor market with a long pause 

that makes you extremely difficult reintegration; 

- Roma women, especially those from traditional communities: is not a problematic 

category in itself, but rather cumulative of the problems identified in the other 

categories 

- are often without education and qualification, have many children and live in rural 

areas. 

 

The main obstacles to participation in training indicated by the target group are 

represented by: high participation fee, poor supply of courses and inadequate 

placement of courses in relation to individual availability in the personal time budget 

economy (inappropriate timetable). 

Other obstacles to participation in training - which are referred to by smaller proportions 

by the target group - concern: the distance to the place where the training course is 

organized, the lack of flexible offers of training (remote, on-line), inadequate 

certification (lack of a certificate at the end of the course or unrecognized certificate at 

company, sector level), the lack of experienced trainers in courses organized for certain 

areas, etc. 

Another significant aspect of our research is the impact of continuing professional 

training courses on the results of their work. Thus, over two thirds of those investigated 

appreciate that the effects of attending continuing professional training courses are 

increasing the quality of the services provided, increasing confidence in their own 

strengths, reducing the time required to accomplish the job tasks. 

Technical competencies (use of new technologies / methodologies in the profession), 

language use and interpersonal relationships are in the top of the competences whose 

development in the future is considered important by most of the targets, whether they 

have participated or not, in the last 3 years, in continuing professional training. 

Developing job creation programs like social economy could help improve the situation 

of women on the labor market, representing for them a form of support, an opportunity 

to solve their needs 

integration and professional achievement. 

 

 

B- Identify methods, tools and approaches that can facilitate the access to initial and 

continuous training of women and allow social inclusion (experiences realized or 

known) 15 minutes 

 

In the official documents in Romania, the woman appears in the situation vulnerability 

particularly in relation to the issue of violence and employment opportunities on the 

labor market. Vulnerable wom en are usually women victims of domestic violence, 

subjected abuse, exploitation and trafficking and "disadvantaged" women on labor 

market. 

An important objective is to "facilitate the insertion on the labor market of women in a 



 

situation or risk of marginalization", with particular reference to women from Roma 

communities, elderly women and women without education. 

Promoting gender equality and combating social exclusion a women are supported by 

measures such as: 

• facilitating access to professional training, counseling, support for self-employment; 

• promoting modern forms of employment, especially through the use of new 

information technologies; 

• facilitating access to escort services (eg, services care of dependent persons); 

• identifying and eliminating bias on division traditional occupations (specific to women, 

specific men); 

• developing a system for accessing information on programs and activities to support 

women, as well as the possibility of participating in them; 

• reconciliation work with life family, by promoting co-responsibility and sharing equal 

domestic and parental tasks between women and men, facilitating access to care 

services children 

 

 

 

 

C- identify the best approaches and methods for orientation and development of basic 

and transversal skills of vulnerable women-15 minutes 

 

• flipped classroom 

• learning through development 

• interpersonal teaching 

• providing internships 

• traditional approach to skills 

• working in groups 

• business simulations 

• outdoor educational activities 

• finding links between disciplines and / or areas of competence 

• the didactic approach focused on action 

• learning based on the project 

 

 

 

 

D- How much do you think target women of the survey have access and use digital 

tools? What use do they make of it?-10 minutes 

 

Quite rarely and without continuity. There is a clear need to deepen and broaden the 

range of digital tools that women in the target group have access to. 



 

 

 

 

E- Are the new digital technologies known and/or used to promote learning and 

teaching processes aimed to women of the target? 

 

▪ If yes, mention examples of good practice and/or successful cases encountered in the 

activities of the participants 

 

▪ If not, how can new digital-based methods be improved or adapted to be used with 

the specific target? (15 minutes) 

 

Not enough. 

Despite years of investment in ICT infrastructure throughout the adult education sector 

the use of emerging technology and social media to support day to day teaching 

practice remains low. Central to harnessing the potential of these environments are 

attitudinal changes among the rank and file of adult education and enhanced 

provision of continuous professional development courseware. These are the two areas 

where it will be need to produce innovation. 

 

 

F-Collection of studies and research (bibliography and sitography) for target group on: 

-digital methodological approaches and innovative tools in formal education 

- non-formal approaches and innovative tools to facilitate learning process 

 15 minutes 

CARDET: 

GRID FOR THE COLLECTION OF THE MAIN CONTENTS EMERGED IN THE 

MEETING WITH THE STAKEHOLDERS (LWG)  

D

a

te

:  

Ve

nu

e:  

Particip

ants:  

Staff of WE START! 

Project:  

A- In reference to the target of the survey (vulnerable women) comparison between 

the main critical issues and obstacles in the training courses-15 minutes  

Some of the main critical issues and obstacles that women can face during their 

training and/ or to attend their training are: Time, Financial reasons, Lack of flexibility 



 

of employment and educational system, Lack of vocational opportunities, Racist 

behaviors against single mothers or cultural attributes women bring with them 

(wearing a scarf, etc.). Lack of relevant services and support from existing services 

who need to guide people for finding opportunities for vocational training. Lack of 

promoting and communicating opportunities effectively. The group also noted the 

role of women which differs from culture to culture and is mostly consider as career, 

needs to stay with their children at home, etc. They do not have the support needed 

(especially single mothers) in order to have the time they need to educate 

themselves (e.g. someone to take care their children). If they do not have good 

training, they cannot find job easily. Another difficulty, especially in Cyprus is the lack 

of transportation means that makes their work difficult to reach their destination 

easily and on time; something that demotivates women from attending/ continuing 

their trainings.  

B- Identify methods, tools and approaches that can facilitate the access to initial 

and continuous training of women and allow social inclusion (experiences 

realized or known) 15 minutes  

Some methods and tools that can facilitate the access of women in training and 

make them feel included in the society are: the e- learning courses, courses offered by 

the open University with not fees to pay, to provide accredited courses and generate 

certificates after learning is finished. In Cyprus there are some language courses 

offered for free to migrants from KES college and some other seminars for vocational 

education from the Human Resources Development Authority which sometimes 

though need to be funded by an employer and/ or other service. Cyprus Productivity 

Center- KEPA also provides free vocational courses to unemployed people; however 

due to lack of promotional plan they are often cancelled due to lack of participants. 

The MiHub also provides some trainings to migrants for free.  

According to some testimonies that some people from the group happened to 

receive said that the Greek courses especially provided to migrant (women) were 

very helpful and made them feel good about themselves as they were also able to 

help their children on their school work. Also, the felt more included in the society. 

Nevertheless, there is a need for more practical courses.  

C- identify the best approaches and methods for orientation and development of 

basic and transversal skills of vulnerable women-15 minutes The target group should 

organise their learning on their own time. Some practices/ activities like the role play, 

'Theater4Living', Gamifying activities, Case studies -to get motivated and inspired from 

other experiences- and 'Networking hubs'- an activity you work in a team in order to 

learn how you can find alternatives and be flexible in situations that might affect you 

and make you quit easily from courses/ situations in life in general. In other words, 

through these hubs you get to network and learn how you can reflect on such 

instances and find other solutions than quitting. Another method is the cognitive 

behavioral therapy- CBT that uses some techniques to show you that the problem you 

are facing is now and you need to find solutions for it now- not look in the past in order 

to understand from where your behavior comes from. There are some seminars/ 

workshops offered by the Cyprus Youth Board for psychology support that can help 

women to understand their needs/ issues and address them accordingly.  



 

D- How much do you think target women of the survey have access and use digital 

tools? What use do they make of it? -10 minutes  

The women have access and use digital tools in Cyprus. It depends though. Migrant 

women use mostly their smartphones for social networking and perhaps some apps for 

language learning, play games while, Cypriot women use also tablets and/ or 

computers for socialising and to learn things.  

E- Are the new digital technologies known and/or used to promote learning and 

teaching processes aimed to women of the target?  

▪ If yes, mention examples of good practice and/or successful cases encountered in 

the activities of the participants.  

▪ If not, how can new digital-based methods be improved or adapted to be used 

with the specific target? (15 minutes)  

There is a need to specify the term of 'new' digital technologies according to the 

group's feedback. Considering digital technologies to be the e- learning, platforms, 

social media, games, use of tablets... they do promote learning and teaching 

processes. Also, audiovisual content, apps for treasure hunt, information applications 

for learning, webinars and videos as well as websites of public services and online 

guides (e.g. for Cyprus) can and do empower and promote their learning. 

Knowledge and use of apps like Uber, Taxify can also lead to their learning  

empowerment since they learn how to use digital tools and overcome barriers such 

as transportation difficulties to attend their trainings.  

  



 

F-Collection of studies and research (bibliography and sitography) for 

target group on:  

-digital methodological approaches and innovative tools in 

formal education  

- non-formal approaches and innovative tools to facilitate 

learning process  

Some methods as mentioned above - part of non- formal activities- are the 

Theater4Living, role play, Networking hubs and Cognitive Behavioral therapy. Some 

examples and resources that can help are: MOOCs4Inclusion: 

http://moocs4inclusion.org/ (lessons on inclusion for migrants/ refugees) MigrEmpower: 

http://migrempower.eu/en/ (to prepare educators on how to approach and prepare 

migrant people for the employment sector and society) SMART Volunteering: 

https://www.smartvolunteering.eu/en/ (an e-learning platform which includes material 

for trainers to use in order to promote better integration and active participation of 

Third Country National (TCN) females in socio-economic life of European societies). 

Also, we can embed the Google translator on the Social Learning platform to assist 

women with translation when necessary in other languages than the ones we the 

partners will translate the material to.  

DAFNI KEK: 

GRID FOR THE COLLECTION OF THE MAIN CONTENTS EMERGED IN THE MEETING WITH 

THE STAKEHOLDERS (LWG) 

Date:  

Venue : DAFNI KEK Patras  

Participants: Women Representatives of Migrant Associations of Western Greece ( 

Albanian, Latin America, Romanian , Social Department of Patras Municipality, 

freelancer educators, Job and Life Counselor)  

 

Staff of We START Project: Anastasia Giannakopoulou Vassiliki Tsekoura Angeliki 

Giannakopoulou 

 

Initial Phase 

Presentation of the objectives of the focus and the target of the survey, presentation 

of the individual participants in the focus asking each one to present their work in 

relation to the target (30 minutes total) 

 

A- In reference to the target of the survey (vulnerable women) comparison between the 

main critical issues and obstacles in the training courses-15 minutes 

 

Vulnerable women as identified from the participants (working) experience are 

considered the ones with limited access to opportunities due to:  

- migration background  

- functional or organic illiteracy 

- socio cultural barriers (Rom community, single mothers, unemployed etc)  

These women need further motivation to participate in training opportunities than the 



 

‘traditional’ learners. 

Barriers for their active participation in learning activities  

Lack of information: They are not aware of what is offered. Usually the information 

doesn’t reach them even that is about them – it is usually circulated internally among 

the; professionals; or the already participants – or it happens once and it is not 

systematically/ repetitively provided  

Lack of network from groups in reference (i.e Training Centers, Social Workers, School, 

Parents Assosiations, etc): Most of the women follow a routine in their social networks 

with people sharing the same interests or problems or even barriers.. so they perceive 

this situation as normal. They are excluded from other circles of reference, they are not 

invited to let’s say ‘closed’ groups so they don’t know – even if they are interested – how 

to get involved and to be accepted by.  

    ‘norm’ barriers: For most of them, the tradition of the women staying at home, being 

housewife or even just get out to share a coffee in a coffee house – is the 

norm.Everything out of this norm is exceptional and probably to be excluded by their  

familiar / friendly networks if they do something out of this norm  

    Low confidence: A commin answer by women from marginalized environments is 

“Training ? This is not for me .. I am too old (i.e age of 35!!), I have a lot of house working 

.. I am not that clever, etc  

    Lack of conceptual understanding: Connecting with the previous argument .. 

sometimes they feel insecure for not understanding ‘new concepts’ or ‘technology 

oriented ‘ words – or English driven words in use etc  

    Financial obstacles: Confronting limitations due to unemployment or limited resources 

and still having in mind that to participate in a learning activity you need to be well 

dressed, well prepared and to have some personal items ,, this is a behavior that need 

money ( in their opinion . As example extracted by a gypsie woman who had invited to 

participate .. “I am not that eager to come .. I am afraid the bullying .. that I am dirty, 

poor .. I don’t feel well to feel being different in my way of appearance .. ‘  

     Time: many of them are working on demand .ie as house cleaners or baby sitters etc. 

they don’t have a standard agenda and they are in alert .. so they cannot be reliable 

to participate in pre scheduled meetings 

 

 

B- Identify methods, tools and approaches that can facilitate the access to initial and 

continuous training of women and allow social inclusion (experiences realized or known) 

15 minutes 

 

The participants stress their interest in the role of Media (on line blogs) .. especially Social 

Media where possibly the most of them belong and can get access to the relevant 

information. They mentioned though that a limited knowledge on ICT is still a barrier .. 

even that they use facebook or are registered in i.e fashion blogs they need to get 

motivated in order to get registered in a community to learn i.e a foreign language. On 

the other side (we) noticed that they like to get involved in community – based activities 

which work as starting point for the second step – online community learning. As 



 

example is the participation in folk dancing associations (1ST step) and then as 

community they decide to go further , to involve a language teacher or to invite an 

expert to give a lecture. There is although still a limitation in these cultural / volunteer 

communites: it is the factor of ‘similarity’ ..to explain .. in these associations, the people 

are becoming ‘ community of simialrs’ due to sharing common values and cultural 

backgrounds.  

If we want to ‘open’ the field and more, diverse learners to get involved – not labeled 

as disadvantaged –  initiatives should get advertising the needs of each in a tailor made 

responding : 

For example : possible , workable Steps : on line consultingon demand 2nd step personal 

learning path(s) 3rd sharing experience to others 4thadvance level by offering mentoring 

to peers who are new entries  

 

C- identify the best approaches and methods for orientation and development of basic 

and transversal skills of vulnerable women-15 minutes 

 

Outreach activities:  

Getting in their shoes, involving ambassadors from their social context / as role model 

Organizing events by inviting member of associations (i.e migrant communities ) to have 

an active role in co developing learning opportunities  

Volunteering in adult education  

Free ICT lessons (Adult educators as volunteers in ICT skills)  

Introduce approaches for discussion like world café, so that mixed and multiple rotated 

groups to share and interact  

Fun  

Involve humor – people that can animate the participation because of their skills to 

bring fun and friendly atmosphere  

Film workshops: organize film meetings, discussions on the roles, the after story possible 

scenarios  

Emphasis to the life stories of everyday people  

Share the ground to each one who can tell a story – making them all storytellers! There is 

a nice approach on this: human libraries workshops where participants are taking the 

floor and each workshop is dedicated to the life story of 1 participant. 

 

 

D- How much do you think target women of the survey have access and use digital 

tools? What use do they make of it? -10 minutes 

 

The majority of the women have a conventional or smart phone. They interact via 

messages or even whats up – in a 60% (especially the migrant women) 

 

E- Are the new digital technologies known and/or used to promote learning and 



 

teaching processes aimed to women of the target? 

 

▪ If yes, mention examples of good practice and/or successful cases encountered in the 

activities of the participants 

 

▪ If not, how can new digital-based methods be improved or adapted to be used with 

the specific target? (15 minutes) 

 

In several seminars and courses, the educators are introducing additional to 

conventional strategies, the use of Internet by asking the participants to make use of the 

PCs or their smartphones. Tablets are not still that common - especially in this group. 

Methods like mentimeter or Padlet make them active and curious – we definitely 

introduce both of these. 

Examples for further use:  

Transform conventional modes into digital:  

 

World café with the use of Padlet (where all participants upload their opinions or any 

information online in real time)  

 

Assessment with a sense of peer status via mentimeter or EUROTEST (self assessment of 

language level) or similar  

 

Simplified Handbooks to facilitate the access in the digital learning world  

 

F-Collection of studies and research (bibliography and sitography) for target group on: 

 

-digital methodological approaches and innovative tools in formal education 

- non-formal approaches and innovative tools to facilitate learning process 

 15 minutes 

http://www.oecd.org/internet/ieconomy/1888451.pdf 

 

https://formamente.guideassociation.org/wp-

content/uploads/2017_1_16_Giannakopoulou.pdf 

 

 

DEDALUS + STUDIO ERRESSE 

 

GRIGLIA PER LA RACCOLTA SINTETICA DEI PRINCIPALI CONTENUTI EMERSI 

NELL’INCONTRO CON GLI STAKEHOLDER DEL TERRITORIO (GTL) 

Data: 12 Aprile 2019 

Luogo: Dedalus cooperativa sociale – Piazza Enrico De Nicola, 46 Napoli 

Partecipanti:  

• Elena de Filippo – Presidente Dedalus coop. soc. 

http://www.oecd.org/internet/ieconomy/1888451.pdf
https://formamente.guideassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2017_1_16_Giannakopoulou.pdf
https://formamente.guideassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2017_1_16_Giannakopoulou.pdf


 

• Paola Di Martino – Operatrice Dedalus coop. Soc. 

• Simonetta Marino - Delegata alle pari opportunità e ai centri antiviolenza Comune di 

Napoli 

• Enrico Rebeggiani –Docente Facoltà di Sociologia di Napoli 

• Tiziana Fortino – Operatrice Area Formazione ed Orientamento Dedalus coop. soc. 

• Carla Capaldo – Presidente Associazione C.O.R.A. 

• Maria Pia Ponticelli – Presidente P.M.I. Consulting 

• Ada Boffa – Docente L2  

• Tania Castellaccio – Responsabile Area Accoglienza Dedalus coop. soc.  

• Maria Preziosa De Cicco – Psicologa EVA coop. soc.  

 

Persona dello staff che svolge/svolgono l’incontro: Elena de Filippo e Paola Di 

Martino 

 

Fase iniziale 

Presentazione degli obiettivi, del focus e del target di indagine, a cura di Paola Di 

Martino e Elena de Filippo 

Presentazione dei singoli partecipanti al focus chiedendo a ciascuno di presentare il 

proprio lavoro in relazione al target (30 min in tutto). 

Enrico Rebeggiani – Sono docente di “Culture digitali e della comunicazione” e di 

“Sociologia economica del digitale”, presso la Facoltà di Sociologia di Napoli. 

Nell’ambito di questo corso di laurea, ho insegnamento, anche, in un laboratorio di 

informatica. Essendo sociologia una facoltà umanistica, la popolazione femminile è 

prevalente. La mia è, dunque, una esperienza non tanto con le persone del target di 

riferimento (…che brutta parola!..) ma con persone giovani, mediamente 

scolarizzate, intraprendenti, in grado di superare alcuni scogli tipicamente segnati 

(….perlomeno alcuni anni fa di più!) e caratterizzati da una sorta preventiva 

timidezza di genere nei confronti di qualcosa che sa di macchina. 

 

Tiziana Fortino – Lavoro con la Cooperativa Dedalus, occupandomi di questo 

progetto; di formazione e di orientamento al lavoro, anche, con le donne vittime di 

violenza. 

 

Carla Capaldo - Faccio parte di un’associazione “C.O.R.A.”, costituita nel 1999 

attraverso una rete nazionale di centri. La metodologia utilizzata facilitava 

l’inserimento delle donne che fuoriuscivano dal mercato del lavoro, individuando le 

aree di competenza che potevano essere “ripotenziate” per il reingresso nel 

mercato del lavoro. Col passare degli anni, abbiamo avuto esperienze diverse. 

Provenendo dal movimento sindacale femminista, siamo impattate in donne 

operaie che volevano essere reinserite nel mondo del lavoro e, attraverso progetti 

finanziati dal Comune di Napoli con i Centri Antiviolenza, ci siamo avvicinate anche 

al target del progetto: le donne vittime di violenza domestica. Attualmente, 

gestiamo uno sportello di contrasto alla violenza domestica e assistita nei confronti 

dei minori con l’Ambito12 del Comune di Pozzuoli; il progetto S.A.R.A., finanziato 

dalla Fondazione con il Sud, dove abbiamo fatto un passo in più rispetto alla 



 

violenza, nel senso che non è soltanto accoglienza, consulenza psicologica, legale 

etc. ma sosteniamo le donne con un percorso di orientamento al lavoro, 

prevedendo anche tirocini formativi. Infine, ci siamo fatti finanziare una quota 

(anche se non altissima) con cui supportare le donne nell’autonomia alloggiativa, 

una volta terminato il periodo nella casa rifugio. Si tratta di un discoro più ampio, 

poiché l’autonomia abitativa è un elemento fondamentale quando la donna esce 

dal circuito della violenza e con grande fatica cerca di riorganizzare le sue risorse 

personali e professionali. Infine, siamo in attesa che parta un altro progetto “Oasi” 

che prevede percorsi di orientamento al lavoro per donne in condizione di fragilità.  

 

Maria Pia Ponticelli – Presidente della P.M.I. Consulting, che inizialmente si chiamava 

“Donne in Sviluppo”. P.M.I. è diventata, nel tempo, una fondazione di istruzione 

terziaria professionalizzante sui beni culturali. Sono una matematica ed 

un’informatica. Nel 1988, abbiamo fondato una rete europea con base Sheffield, in 

Inghilterra, che, tutt’ora esiste ancora, perché notavamo e auspicavamo che la 

distanza che il senso di concretezza che le donne potevano manifestare rispetto al 

fatto di avere a che fare con una macchina, le ponesse in una situazione di 

svantaggio per poterne cogliere i rischi e le opportunità complessivamente, in realtà. 

Questa rete esiste ancora. Nel corso degli anni, ho lavorato con tante donne anche 

in condizioni di fragilità. L’ipotesi di fondo e la mia specializzazione ulteriore è stata 

quella di capire quanto fosse necessario e fondamentale un percorso di autonomia 

economica delle donne cosiddette vulnerabili, ancora di più se vittime di violenza. 

Così abbiamo incontrato diverse donne, anche immigrate, e realizzato progetti con 

il Comune di Napoli. L’idea di PMI Consulting è cercare di raggiungere quella 

autonomia attraverso occasioni di reddito mediante lavoro autogestito, come 

freelance o per attività imprenditoriali.  

 

Faccio parte di una rete europea delle donne imprenditrici, ho lavorato, per anni, 

sull’imprenditoria femminile e speriamo di poter progettare su questi temi con la 

Regione e Comune di Napoli con cui fu realizzato, a Scampia, il progetto “Casa 

della Socialità” che prevedeva la promozione e l’accompagnamento delle donne 

all’autoimprenditorialità. La cosa sorprendente di quel progetto è stata quella di 

notare che questa voglia di impresa era molto forte anche in donne con bassissima 

scolarità. Utilizzando supporti tecnologici (es. smartphone, pc etc.) sono riuscite a 

costruire i “pitch”, con cui presentare le loro idee di impresa. Questo aspetto era 

molto interessante, poiché attraverso la tecnologia rappresentavano anche se 

stesse e la relazione con gli altri. Tutto ciò andava ben oltre il discoro legato 

all’inserimento lavorativo!  

Dopo la Casa della Socialità e la rete inter istituzionale delle donne, abbiamo scritto 

un manuale a cui molti dei presenti hanno collaborato ma che è stato 

abbandonato. La sensazione è che si comincia sempre daccapo!!!!! Attualmente, 

lavoriamo su tre progetti, progetto MIA e quello con l’Università di Napoli sulle donne 

nigeriane. Un altro progetto Oasi, invece, non è stato ancora avviato.  

 



 

Ada Boffa – Docente di italiano L2. Nei corsi che realizziamo incontriamo donne 

vittime di violenza. Il patrimonio umano è molto eterogeneo e comprende donne 

che hanno un alto ed un basso profilo scolastico e chi ha difficoltà linguistiche più o 

meno rilevanti. In questo caso, si dovrebbe partire da un livello di alfabetizzazione 

che preveda l’uso di metodologie, strumenti e tempi di apprendimento diversi ma, 

molto spesso non è così, perché queste due tipologie di utenti convergono in uno 

stesso corso di italiano. Che cosa si può fare di innovativo?  

L’innovazione è rendere la lingua ed il suo apprendimento ancora più pratico e farlo 

combaciare con l’utilizzo reale che se ne deve fare nella realtà. Quindi distaccarsi 

un po’ da quello che è il manuale e capire quali sono i reali bisogni di queste donne: 

devono saper sostenere dei colloqui di lavoro, devono interagire in una seconda 

lingua……… Sicuramente per chi ha bisogno di alfabetizzazione avevamo 

immaginato una sorta di piattaforma interattiva dove si faceva ampio utilizzo delle 

immagini per apprendere il lessico di base e utilizzare strumenti un po’ più specifici in 

base all’ambito lessicale, della salute, del lavoro o inerenti a specifiche tipologie di 

percorso che un utente deve fare. Il cellulare è uno strumento semplice da utilizzare, 

perché tutti lo hanno. Certamente, la competenza informatica/digitale è 

fondamentale di questi tempi ma non è così scontato, perché non tutti ce l’hanno. 

 

Tania Castellaccio: Sono responsabile dell’area accoglienza donne della Dedalus, 

Attualmente gestiamo tre strutture di accoglienza per donne che subiscono gravi 

forme di maltrattamento. Ospitiamo non solo donne vittime di violenza domestica, 

ma anche vittime di sfruttamento sessuale e di sfruttamento lavorativo. Due case 

sono di prima accoglienza ed una di semi-autonomia. Questa differenza è 

fondamentale nel percorso di uscita dal maltrattamento e di costruzione di reali 

strumenti di autonomia. Tutto ciò si scontra immediatamente con i tempi. Nel senso 

che, nonostante la violenza maschile sulle donne sia trasversale alle varie classi 

sociali, è un dato di fatto che le donne che accedono ai nostri servizi residenziali di 

protezione sono donne molto spesso non scolarizzate, che lavorano poco o che 

svolgono comunque lavori a nero e assolutamente non professionalizzanti, per cui la 

costruzione dell’autonomia e l’uscita, anche dal rischio di rivittimizzazione che è 

dietro l’angolo, presuppone dei tempi che, solitamente, non sono compatibili con 

quelli richiesti dagli enti locali, quindi dai servizi sociali di protezione. Per cui ben 

venga una collaborazione sull’housing sociale, perché è un dato di fatto che se 

voglio escludere il rischio dirivittimizzazione devo costruire reali strumenti di 

autonomia. E se la violenza di genere ha ormai origini ancestrali, non posso 

assolutamente immaginarmi che, in sei mesi di accoglienza in una casa di 

protezione, una donna riesca a costruire reali strumenti di autonomia. Se guardo il 

panorama delle donne straniere che subiscono maltrattamenti in ambito domestico 

piuttosto che in strada, il quadro è decisamente eterogeneo nel senso che, 

abbiamo a che fare spesso con donne che provengono dall’est Europa che hanno 

un bagaglio esperienziale e professionale più che strutturato ma sono impegnate nel 

badantato e nella collaborazione domestico. Quello che spesso ci troviamo a fare in 

Dedalus e nelle strutture di accoglienza è un percorso decisamente più veloce 

perché c’è una spinta motivazionale e di autodeterminazione e una base di 



 

partenza decisamente forte. Nello specifico, se volessi rendere forte una donna 

dell’est Europa l’obiettivo dovrebbe essere quello di convertire il suo titolo di studio o 

farle avere un riconoscimento professionale che la renda più forte nel mercato di 

lavoro. Il riconoscimento dei titoli di studio è una procedura lunga e onerosa. 

Per quel che riguarda le donne dell’Africa Sub-Sahariana, per esempio le ragazze 

Nigeriane che in questo periodo storico stanno caratterizzando i flussi migratori, la 

priorità è quella investire sui tempi di accoglienza molto più lunghi, perché bisogna 

partire dall’implementazione delle competenze di base: linguistica; informatica ecc. 

Ciò che renderebbe efficace il nostro lavoro è di avere strumenti che da un lato 

ottimizzino i tempi e dall’altro prevedano la possibilità di seguire su lungo periodo le 

donne con l’obiettivo finale di professionalizzarle. 

 

Elena de Filippo - Componente del gruppo di ricerca. Prima di passare la parola a 

Maria Preziosa della cooperativa Eva, voglio ritornare ai temi del focus, ossia se le 

nuove tecnologie possono essere utili nei percorsi formativi e di inserimento 

lavorativo per le donne vittime di violenza. 

In particolare, le domande che vi volevamo fare sono sintetizzandole quattro: 

 1) quali sono le criticità e gli ostacoli che si incontrano nel fare formazione con 

donne vittime di violenza e quali sono invece gli strumenti e approcci che possono 

favorire questi percorsi; 

2) nella vostra esperienza o in esperienze che conoscete, le nuove tecnologie e gli 

strumenti digitali sono usati dalle donne vittime di violenza, in condizione di fragilità? 

3) Possono essere utili, possono diventarlo? O bisogna orientare verso altre 

metodologie la formazione? 

4) Conoscete studi o ricerche realizzati in altre parti di Italia o altri paesi che possano 

arricchirci rispetto a questo lavoro che stiamo portando avanti? 

 

Maria Preziosa Decicco - Responsabile del centro Aradia della cooperativa Eva. Il 

centro Aradia da struttura di accoglienza si è trasformato in uno sportello per 

mancanza di finanziamenti. Sono, inoltre, operatrice sociale all’interno della casa di 

accoglienza Lorena e psicologa della conduzione dei gruppi all’interno dei vari 

centri della cooperativa. 

Rispetto alla prima domanda, nonostante la violenza sia trasversale, è pur vero che 

all’interno dei centri arrivano sempre donne che hanno, generalmente, una bassa 

scolarizzazione, una rete familiare e sociale inesistente a causa dell’isolamento 

creato dagli uomini nel corso del tempo. Ci sono donne più scolarizzate ed altre per 

cui bisogna partire dalle basi. Forse è proprio questo l’ostacolo: la differenza di 

donne che accedono ai vari servizi. Nell’ambito della struttura di accoglienza “Casa 

Lorena” realizziamo il progetto “Le ghiottonerie” che ci consente di dare lavoro alla 

maggior parte delle donne che entrano all’interno dei centri, attivando tirocini 

formativi che, purtroppo però, durano al massimo 10 mesi, dopo di ché ci dovrebbe 

essere la possibilità di fare contratti, che ovviamente hanno un costo e quindi anche 

questo è un limite. 

 



 

Simona Marino - Delegata alle pari opportunità e ai centri antiviolenza del comune 

di Napoli.  

Rispetto alle domande poste da Elena, la prima è concatenata alla seconda, nel 

senso che noi abbiamo avuto sicuramente esperienza di donne che appartengono 

a formazioni e classi sociali molto diverse perché la violenza è trasversale. Abbiamo 

professioniste provenienti da ambiti universitari, così come abbiamo persone prive di 

ogni formazione. Per quanto prive di formazione ciò che le caratterizza è l’uso 

unanime del cellulare. Tenendo conto di questa cosa e guardando anche al 

passato fra i vari progetti come “Casa della socialità”, avevo notato che la 

formazione sull’acquisizione di competenze digitali è stato un elemento importante 

per le donne, per la loro capacità di pensarsi in modo autonomo, di costruire un 

curriculum per affacciarsi sul mondo del lavoro. Quindi da questo punto di vista è 

sicuramente uno strumento molto utile il digitale sia in ambito lavorativo sia come 

mezzo di prevenzione e protezione per le donne. 

Quello che ho verificato in questi anni è che tutte le iniziative e i progetti non 

tengono conto del dopo. Significa che una volta che sono finiti i soldi e si è realizzato 

un progetto oppure dopo che si è creata una start up o una partenza di qualsiasi 

genere, dopo le donne vengono lasciate sole: quello che manca è l’elemento 

successivo in cui si matura una presenza nel mondo del lavoro e si ha a che fare con 

tutti i disagi e le difficoltà di portare avanti tutta una esperienza lavorativa. Questo 

vuol dire che ci vogliono almeno due anni di accompagnamento, è necessario che 

i progetti vengano pensati su un tempo che sia tanto di ricerca e. 

 

realizzazione quanto di accompagnamento nella fase successiva. Questa cosa è 

emersa in maniera abbastanza preponderante in un tavolo che fatto mesi fa con 

Spatafora, il quale stava pensando di attivare una linea di finanziamento per il 

lavoro della popolazione trans, che è esclusa totalmente dal mondo del lavoro. 

Emergeva la loro difficoltà di essere presenti nella formazione parascolastica a 

causa dei loro ritmi di vita ed ho sollevato il problema che le trans vanno seguite e 

supportate per almeno due anni, perché il raggiungimento di un’autonomia 

richiede tempi lunghi. Quindi sono contenta di stare qui e di ascoltarvi con grande 

piacere! 

 

A-identificare le principali criticità e ostacoli nei percorsi formativi per le donne tra i 

25 e i 40 anni in condizione di fragilità-15’ 

Presenza varia di donne caratterizzate sia da bassi sia da alti livelli di scolarizzazione; 

Attività formative erogate in maniera tradizionale; 

Assenza di supporti dopo la fuoriuscita dai percorsi di protezione o la fine dei progetti 

in cui sono inserite; 

Priorità per le donne target di lavorare ed avere una casa;  

Riconoscimento del titolo di studio; 

Scarsa motivazione delle donne; 

Aspettative illusorie; 

Scarsa conoscenza del mercato del lavoro; 

Mancanza di un preliminare percorso approfondito di bilancio delle competenze; 



 

Difficoltà organizzative, più o meno oggettive, legate alla conciliazione dei tempi di 

cura e lavoro; 

Assenza di una rete familiare e sociale, dovuta all’isolamento creato dai maltrattanti 

nel corso del tempo. 

 

B-Identificare i principali metodi, strumenti che possono favorire l’accesso alla 

formazione iniziale e continua delle donne tra i 25 e i 40 anni in condizione di 

fragilità-15’ 

L’utilizzo di metodologie didattiche e strumenti, anche digitali, più partecipativi, 

basati su un apprendimento più pratico; 

Partecipazione preliminare a percorsi approfonditi di bilancio delle competenze; 

Partecipazione a percorsi di sostegno e rafforzamento dell’autostima e delle 

competenze personali; 

Approcci fondati su una metodologia di lavoro di gruppo che preveda però sempre 

anche incontri individuali (metodo misto). 

 

C-Identificare approcci e metodi più efficaci per i percorsi di orientamento e 

sviluppo delle competenze di base e trasversali per le donne tra i 25 e i 40 anni in 

condizione di fragilità-15’ 

Gruppi di sostegno ed accompagnamento; 

Approccio centrato sul fare (learning by doing); 

Laboratori tematici; 

Role playing (il colloquio di lavoro, la presentazione, il CV); 

Incontri con esperti del settore individuato (aziende, agenzie interinali etc.) 

 

D-Identificare se le donne target hanno accesso e utilizzano gli strumenti digitali e 

quale uso ne fanno. 10’ 

Gran parte delle donne target utilizza gli strumenti digitali soprattutto per socializzare. 

In misura minore per studio e ricerca del lavoro. In questo caso, non sempre l’uso è 

corretto, in quanto si affidano ad annunci poco credibili e poco raccomandabili. Un 

aspetto centrale che andrebbe curato con attenzione è la condivisione di 

informazioni personali e dati sensibili su piattaforme di cui non è certa l’affidabilità. 

 

E-Identificare se le tecnologie digitali sono conosciute e/o utilizzate per favorire i 

processi di apprendimento e formazione continua delle donne target.-20’ 

 

• Se si specificare con alcuni buoni esempi. 

 

• Se no raccogliere eventuali opinioni su come i nuovi metodi basati sul digitale 

possono essere migliorati o adattati per l’utilizzo con lo specifico target. 

Le tecnologie digitali sono conosciute in modo molto parziale dalle donne e spesso 

utilizzate in modo scorretto o, comunque, senza sfruttarne al meglio il potenziale. 

L’uso principale che le utenti fanno di queste strumentazioni è legato all’ iscrizione a 

siti di annunci (subito, lavoro.it e simili) di lavoro, mentre c’è una scarsissima 



 

conoscenza delle varie piattaforme digitali. 

 

F-Riflettere sul fatto che l’uso delle strumentazioni tecnologiche migliora, o meno, la 

partecipazione ed il coinvolgimento delle donne target e se esiste un divario di 

genere nell’uso delle T.I.C.-15’ 

Gli aspetti che sarebbe necessario approfondire sono: la conoscenza del web al fine 

di metterle nelle condizioni di recuperare informazioni, identificare quelle più utili e 

provenienti da fonti certe e condividere dati e documenti attraverso la rete; 

gestione della comunicazione digitale; la cura dei dati e della sicurezza; la creatività 

intesa come creazione dei contenuti digitali in diversi formati. 

Sicuramente, la strumentazione digitale può facilitare e migliorare il coinvolgimento 

delle donne target ma sarebbe necessario prevedere una formazione per un uso 

critico e corretto della tecnologia.  

In una popolazione come la nostra caratterizzata, in gran parte, dall’analfabetismo 

funzionale, l’uso massiccio delle tecnologie è un problema. La tecnologia è uno 

strumento complesso, un’arma potente che può essere rivolta anche contro se 

stessi. Abilita a fare molte cose ma allo stesso tempo disabilita dal punto di vista 

dell’orientamento; della socialità; dell’informazione; della scrittura ecc.  

L’approccio critico alla tecnologia è fondamentale, così come la realizzazione di 

percorsi formativi ad hoc per un utilizzo degli strumenti digitali corretto ed efficace, 

perché se sono utili e di protezione per le donne allo stesso tempo possono essere 

rischiosi, creare appiattimento ed esporle maggiormente ad ulteriori pericoli. Ciò è 

tanto più vero se consideriamo le donne target, caratterizzate da estrema fragilità, 

private della loro dignità, umiliate, esposte alla violenza e terrorizzate.  

Tenendo ben presente il tema della violenza e della necessità delle donne target di 

raggiungere un’autonomia economica è fondamentale capire in che modo l’uso 

della tecnologia può inserirsi in questo percorso e consentire loro di raggiungere tale 

obiettivo. A partire da ciò, va colto il loro desiderio e la loro motivazione di acquisire 

ulteriori strumenti (come il digitale) e di sviluppare una relazione corretta con le 

nuove tecnologie. Due i livelli da tenere insieme, altrimenti parliamo di digitale come 

se dovesse riguardare il mondo della disoccupazione femminile e perdiamo di vista 

la cosa più importante: la violenza subita.  

 

G-In re Raccolta di studi e ricerche (bibliografia) su approcci metodologici e strumenti 

innovativi utilizzati per il target di progetto in riferimento a: 

- educazione formale (didattica digitale nei diversi setting: online; in presenza; 

individuale, in gruppo etc.) con particolare attenzione al metodo BYOD; Flipped 

classroom; formazione a distanza  

- educazione non formale (peer education; learning by doing ecc.)  

15’ 

 

Libro scritto da Judy Wajcman “Pressed for Time: The Acceleration of Life”  

 

VHS Cham: 



 

GRID FOR THE COLLECTION OF THE MAIN CONTENTS EMERGED IN THE MEETING WITH 

THE STAKEHOLDERS (LWG)  

Date: 16.04.2019  

Venue: Volkshochschule im Landkreis Cham e.V.  

Participants: 8 people  

Staff of We START Project: Aleksandra Sikorska & Olesea Balan  

Initial Phase  

 

GRID FOR THE COLLECTION OF THE MAIN CONTENTS EMERGED IN THE MEETING WITH 

THE STAKEHOLDERS (LWG)  

Date: 16.04.2019  

Venue: Volkshochschule im Landkreis Cham e.V.  

Participants: 8 people  

Staff of We START Project: Aleksandra Sikorska & Olesea Balan  

A- In reference to the target of the survey (vulnerable women) comparison 

between the main critical issues and obstacles in the training courses-15 minutes  

After the presentation of the main objectives of the Project “We Start” and the results 

from the interviews with target groups - women and pedagogical staff - the 

participants of the event “local group” discussed about the most common obstacles 

and barriers faced by women in vulnerable situation nowadays and especially in the 

district of Cham and what factors shall be taken into account when working with 

women and fostering their continuous education and social inclusion. 

There are diverse potential educational obstacles to teaching aptitudes to 

migrants: linguistic barriers and cultural differences, illiteracy, inadequate 

educational content, self-censorship and/or lack of motivation on the part of the 

trainees, and so on. 

In reference to the main critical issues and obstacles the following factors should be 

taken into account: - proper use of ICT potential and the computer tools by the 

migrants. It is necessary to select relevant practices on ICT, computer or Internet 

initiation, but also activities that take advantage of the ICT potential to improve 

migrants digital knowledge. - adaptation of the methods and contents to migrants’ 

needs; migrants, especially migrant women are often considered as a group at risk 

of “Digital Exclusion”. They encounter specific problems (linguistic, cultural, and 

financial barrier, specific access problems, etc.), therefore, it is necessary to adapt 

methods and contents to their needs. - Taking migrant women’ own diversity into 

account. 

B- Identify methods, tools and approaches that can facilitate the access to initial 

and continuous training of women and allow social inclusion (experiences realized 

or known) 15 minutes The project manager gave firstly an overview over the current 

policies at European level related to integration of migrant women, and those at risk 

of social exclusion. In many EU countries there is a lack of policy focus when it 

comes to the integration of migrant women. Only some EU countries have such 

policies, mostly are the country with longer experience of migration. Many of the 



 

migrant women-specific integration efforts are marked by bottom-up, civil society-

led responses as by top-down policies and public funding.  

It is generaly kwnown, however, that implementation of the policies with strong focus 

on women integration can better support realization of various initiatives and provide 

more targeted measures. In Germany there are specific literacy or language courses 

for migrant women, in Denmark there is a specific focus on early start and 

strengthening women’s confidence as crucial when helping women refugees gain 

employment. The participants engaged in the discussion and stated that an 

important factor influencing integration is a social integration, social isolation and 

lack of a personal network can be an issue for migrant women, especially when they 

are alone with household tasks and are not able to work. The first step is to make a 

path to the social integration, to give access to the society and its culture through 

various social, cultural initiatives. A good example in the district of Cham, is e.g. 

Erzählcafé. This initiative is carried out by the Equal Opportunities Officer/District 

administrative office Cham in cooperation with the VHS Cham and take place once 

every month (7-20 persons). It offers women the opportunity to make new contacts, 

to practice German in casual atmosphere. They can discuss different topics and 

exchange their experiences with living in Germany. They have similar concerns, 

feellings, encounter similar challenges in integration process and they can share their 

experience in dealing with these problems. While drinking tee, coffee with 

homemade tarts and cakes, they speak about cultural events organised in the 

district and can plan to undertake something together. Another important approach 

is promotion of access to rights for migrant women and mitigating effects of previous 

violence as well as education of women about their rights to work, education, health 

etc. Another good practice in the district of Cham is the project Frauen – 

Servicestelle. It supports women in the first phase of vocational orientation, re-

orientation or setting up own business, the services are free of charge for women, 

also women with migration background can receive appropriate support and 

advices related to the future employment and education. 

C- identify the best approaches and methods for orientation and development of 

basic and transversal skills of vulnerable women-15 minutes In Germany, at national 

level there are some initiatives which support the development of transversal skills of 

women in vulnerable situation. A good practice in this context is the program: “Stark 

Im Beruf” aiming at improving job opportunities for mothers with migration 

background. The Program “Stark Im Beruf” (“Strong at work”) funded by the Federal 

Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ) and the 

European Social Fund (ESF) aims to promote better opportunities for mothers with a 

migration background in the labour market and to facilitate the access to existing 

offers 

The Program gives them the opportunity to attend language courses and offers 

support and information on labour market related issues together with advice on the 

compatibility between family and work. One of the main goals of “Stark Im Beruf” is 

to accompany the (re) entry of the participants in the labour market: from the 

vocational orientation to the beginning of an internship, an apprenticeship or a 

further qualification up to the first employment. The lessons take place on three 



 

mornings a week with four hours each and are addressed to two learner groups with 

different language knowledges (yearly the program involves 30 to 40 participants). 

The lessons focus on the following subjects: German language, health, professional 

orientation, visiting companies, IT application training and work placement. 

Participants can take up to 10 months with 480 lessons. 

 Other initiatives popular and successful in many parts of Germany are 

activities/projects where women can bring their children with them when attending 

some training programs. The primary goal is to  

increase the educational opportunities of women and children and support women 

to enhance their child-raising skills. The program provides many different activities, 

from singing, playing, to make special crafts, go on short excursions, to learn German 

playfully and practice speaking/interaction, listening and writing. The migrant 

women have the opportunity to make new contacts and exchange their 

experience with other women within the "Open breakfast for women". In addition, 

they can attend different information events to strengthen parenting skills.  

D- How much do you think target women of the survey have access and use digital 

tools? What use do they make of it?- Almost all participants of the local group 

agreed that most of the target women use smartphones or tables, use of computers 

is rather limited and mostly linked to the current job. However the women of the 

survey do not constitute any statistical data, therefore it would be useful to refer to 

official data on using digital tools among migrant women. According our survey 

smartphones or tables are used mostly for social contact, in some cases for learning 

reasons. Provision of e-content via smartphones or tables can have a potential in 

increase of knowledge and skills.  

E- Are the new digital technologies known and/or used to promote learning and 

teaching processes aimed to women of the target?  

▪ If yes, mention examples of good practice and/or successful cases encountered 

in the activities of the participants  

▪ If not, how can new digital-based methods be improved or adapted to be used 

with the specific target? (15 minutes)  

The most of new tools with use of ICT are aimed generally to migrants, less 

specifically to women. The new digital based methods can be adapted taking into 

account the needs of the target groups in the context of vocational and social 

integration. The pedagogical staff present at the meeting stated that they make 

reference in their training programs at different resources for online-learning and 

encourage the women to use their digital gadgets for learning purposes.  

F-Collection of studies and research (bibliography and sitography) for 

target group on:  

-digital methodological approaches and innovative tools in formal education  

- non-formal approaches and innovative tools to facilitate learning process  

Some innovative tools / resources used and listed by the pedagogical staff in 

the adult education centres are:  

I want to learn (dt. Ich will lernen) "ich-will-lernen.de" http://www.ich-

will-lernen.de/  



 

Vocationally oriented program for literacy and basic education: BELUGA 

http://abc-projekt.de/beluga/  

The platform http://grundbildung-planen.de/ offers guidelines, supports and 

checklists in order to purposefully plan basic education at the local level, convince 

decision-makers and implement strategies. The portal is part of the AlphaKommunal-

Transfer project.  

Vhs Lernportal: vhs-lernportal.de is a learning platform designed and developed by 

the German Adult Education Association (DVV) which provides courses for distance 

learning supported by tutoring staff and also usable with smartphones. 

 

 

VHS Vienna: 

 

Date:  25th June 2019 

Place: VHS favorite / Vienna 

Participants: add the names according to the list 

Lena Knilli, Kathi Maly (both Orient Express), Ursula Lummerstorfer (Verein 

integrationshaus), Brigitta Loucky-Reisner (safer internet), Susanne Klingseis, Thomas 

Fritz (lernraum.wien / VHS Wien), Gerhild Ganglbauer (lernraum.wien / VHS Wien und 

Miteinander Lernen) 

 

A- identify the main problems and obstacles in the training courses for women between 

25 and 40 years in a condition of fragility 

Individual factors 

One question is: who has access to the computer in the family, if there is one at all? 

Women are often excluded. Very often only one member of the family has access to the 

computer (which are mostly not the women) 

There is a lot of communication going on, apps are usually not installed by the women 

themselves. Sometimes it is a great enlightenment for the women that there are settings 

for the phone that can be changed (Brigitta was talking about women aged over 20 as 

well as over 40) 

 

Community related factors 

-  

 

B-Identify the main methods, tools that can facilitate access to initial and ongoing training 

for women between 25 and 40 years of age in a condition of fragility 

In the courses/for teaching there should be both options trained, using the 

computer/laptops as well as using smartphones. There should be regular access to 

computers for the women. Not only for the possibilities of using it, but also because it 

makes a difference for the status of the women[?] 

But: there are still women that have no smartphone or cellphone.  

Women often have access to some exercises provided or downloaded with help of the 

teacher (for example learning apps) but they rarely used outside the courses. 



 

 

PCs are still popular among teachers and students because of the bigger screens and 

keyboards. 

Whereas smartphones are preferably used for learning apps. 

There are few (actually no) learning apps for mathematics for AE or - if there are - they 

are didactically useless. 

Writing and typing as an end in itself (writing a text and print it can be a big step in 

literacy) 

(Capital letters on the keyboard when typing a small letter can be a big step) 

 

Information campaigns that can be attractive to women 

 

D-Identify if target women have access and use digital tools and what use they make of 

them 

See Guide 

 

 

E-Identify programs to encourage the learning and continuous training of target women 

and/or if the technologies are known 

 

▪ If yes, specify with some good examples (related to social inclusion) 

 

Ideas: Questions/ Challanges of a „Social Learning Platform“ 

Analyse, which platforms already exist and see what is lacking/ missing 

Try to keep the complexity low so that certain group of people can benefit from it. In 

other words, the platform should work as simple as whatsapp or facebook, because that 

is what most people know and can handle. 

What examples/models of platforms do we know that fit our purposes? 

The platform should be able to be used and understood without support 

 Before using it should be introduced and explained by teachers/trainers  

Before using online training tools there should be exercises carried out in the course 

before they can be practised online 

The platform should provide useful and interesting content and information  

Parallel to the platform there should be an app developed for better access for 

everybody 

Social learning means that there must be moderation. 

Multilingualism is very important on all levels of the platform; there must be access to the 

platform in various first languages (should also be possible through voice input -- > could 

this be a technical option to assure multilingualism? 

Also audio description for un-practiced readers should be provided 

Multilingualism would also be interesting in terms of getting in touch with different 

languages 

Access to the platform: access with e-mail address is a significant barrier for many. The 

access must be possible with username and password. 

 



 

ADDITIONAL EUROPEAN OR NATIONAL RESEARCH ON THE TOPIC 

OF SOCIAL MEDIA USE 

 At the time of writing this report some national research on social media usage was 

available, mainly from Austria and Cyprus: 

 

Adult and Continuing Education in Cyprus: 2014-zypern-Adult Education.pdf 

Education and Training MONITOR 2018 Cyprus: et-monitor-report-2018-cyprus_en.pdf 

 

Eurostat (2017). “The life of women and men in Europe. A statistical portrait- 3.3 

Internet habits”. 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographs/womenmen_2017/uk_en/bloc- 

3c.html?lang=en [Retrieved on 07.05.2019].  

SocialWay (2014). “5 things you need to know about internet usage in Cyprus”: 

https://socialwayeservices.com/digital-marketing/5-important-facts-about-internet-

usage- in-cyprus [Retrieved on 07.05.2019] 

Auswertung der Interviews zur IKT-Nutzung durch Lernende in der Basisbildung im 

Rahmen des Projekts MIKAplus : 

https://www.netzwerkmika.at/application/files/7214/9130/5248/Auswertung_IKT_Inter

views_Homepage.pdf 

Guvernul României. 2000. Legea nr. 129/2000 privind formarea profesională a 

adulților 

Economia bazată pe cunoaştere : http://www.ecomunitate.ro/ 

Cerghit, I. (2006). Metode de învăţământ. Iaşi: Polirom 

Voicu, Mălina; Raluca, Popescu (2009), Viața de familie şi poziția femeii în 

comunitățile de romi, Fundația Soros 

Zamfir, E.; Zamfir, C. (2000), Situația femeii în România, Bucureşti, Editura Expert. 

Strategia națională pentru egalitatea de şanse între femei şi bărbați pentru perioada 

2010‐2012, 

http://www.mmuncii.ro/pub/imagemanager/images/file/Legislatie/HOTARARI‐DE‐

GUVERN/ 

HG237‐2010.pdf. 

CEDEFOP. 2016. Skills Panorama: Romania: Mismatch priority occupations 

(http://skillspanorama.cedefop.europa.eu/en/analytical_highligths/romania-

mismatch-priority-occupations ) 

 

 

https://www.netzwerkmika.at/application/files/7214/9130/5248/Auswertung_IKT_Interviews_Homepage.pdf
https://www.netzwerkmika.at/application/files/7214/9130/5248/Auswertung_IKT_Interviews_Homepage.pdf
http://skillspanorama.cedefop.europa.eu/en/analytical_highligths/romania-mismatch-priority-occupations
http://skillspanorama.cedefop.europa.eu/en/analytical_highligths/romania-mismatch-priority-occupations
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